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NASA's Space Station Freedom will be an Earth-orbiting, research and development (R&D) facility for utilization
by the United States and its international partners beginning in the mid-1990's. Space Station will provide pressurized
volume, payload attach points, crew time, electrical power and other essential resources to a diverse user community in
support of their scientific research, technology development and commercial endeavors in space. Since this "facility"
will operate on-orbil for an indefinite lifetime, its design must be evolutionary to accommodate a dynamic user
environment over many years. While the specifics of these out-year missions are not, in most cases, well understood, it
is certain that user demand for Station resources and services will increase soon after the assembly phase is complete.
In fact, the Phase ! Space Station is already oversubscribed, particularly in the areas of electrical power and crew time.
To enable on-orbit resource growth and also system technology upgrades, key evolution accommodation requirements
must be identified for the Phase I Space Station design. Failure to incorporate the hardware "scars" and software
"hooks" in Phase I that enable/facilitate evolution will make station growth on-orbit prohibitively complex and costly.
The Space Station Office (SSO) at NASA, Langley Research Center (LaRC), is responsible for identifying
evolution requirements for Space Station Freedom which adequalely meet future user needs. In that role, the
Evolutionary Definition Office (EDO) of SSO teamed with McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company (MDAC) to
develop and analyze a set of scenarios that determine tile manner in which Station evolves as a R&D facility in space.
A scenario, for this analysis, is defined by a set of missions consistent with a particular activity emphasis on Station and
a level of transportation support from Earth to Space Station orbit. Growth resource requirements (e.g., power, crew,
volume) were determined for each scenario constrained by lift capability. This report will identify the assumptions,
describe the approach and present the results of the LaRC/MDAC analysis.
Results of this study were combined with ana ytical results of other system studies in the process of identifying
set of adequate and realistic requirements for Space Station ev I ' .
r,.atlonale were presented and advocated o.u!!on _The selected requirements an . a
• _ ,=,,,, r_et,ntna_ HequirementsHeview (PRR). by EDO at the Space Slallon Freedom Pro,',r',,,',-, D,^,. .... dsupport g
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The first section of this document presents growth requirements for major Space Station resources. These requirements
were derived from a number of analyses of possible Space Station growth paths. Delailed results for the specific growthscenarios are presented in lhe last ction of this document.
Resource requirements for a multidisciplinary Space Station are driven primarily by the level of transportation support which
is available. If the resource requirements of existing experiments are met, and there is surplus lift, additional experiments may be
brought to the Space Station. This in turn increases the resource requirements and possibly results in the need to grow.
Assuming that transportation support is near constant for a period of time, a balance will be achieved when the station grows to
the point where support for existing experiments and support for lhe Space Station systems makes use of the available level of lift.
The steady state resource requirements for a given steady stale level of lift support is dependent to some degree on the type
of experiments being performed on the Space Station. For example, if the Space Station is supporting exfensive automated
materials processing, the crew requirement will be lower than if it is supporting life sciences experimentation with the same
amount of lift. Likewise, a Space Station which is used primarily as a base for servicing co-orbiting platforms will have a low power
requirement as compared to a Space Station which uses the same lift for experimentation on the station.
The ultimate utilization of the Space Station has not been, nor should be, defined at this time. The goal is to design the
station as flexibly as possible to allow growth in a variety of direclions. In order to project growlh resource requirements for a
wide envelope of possible utilizations of the Space Station, several growth scenarios were analyzed for their final steady state
resource requirements. Each scenario consists of a predetermined level of transportation support and Space Station utilization
emphasis.
Three transportation models were used to encompass a range of feasible support levels to the Space Station. Although
some of these models show transportation support growing with lime, lhe final resource requirements are driven by the finalsteady state level of lift.
Four Space Station utilization emphases were also examined in order Io cover a range of possible evolution while remaining
basically multidisciplinary in nature. These emphases were chosen both as realistic growth possibilities and as minimum andmaximum resource requirement drivers.
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• The growth requirements described in the following charts combine the results of 10 growthscenarios
Scenario Ulilization Ern hasis
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Microgravily Research ri_
Aggressive
Microgravity Research & Materials Production 5 NSTS/yr only
01 e0 vl It
" Moderateel le tl
Life Sciences Research Aggressive
le
" .. 5 NSTS/yr only
" " .. Moderate
Observalional Science Aggressive
" .. 5 NSTS/yr only
" " Moderate
Aggressive
• Details of the moderate and aggress v_, transportation models are presenled in the study approach section of lhis report
• Growth requirements were determined for the following resources
• " Power
• " Crew
• " Pressurized Volume (Laboratory and habitation modules)
• , Attach points and truss structure
• " Logistics
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At this time, the level o! Earth-to-orbit transportation support to the Space Station is projected at a level of at least 5 NSTS
flights per year. However, with the current emphasis on a mixed fleet (NSTS and ELVs) approach to space transportation in the
aftermath of the Challenger accident, it is likely that ELVs will augment NSTS support for Space Station. The ELVs used in the
transportation models for this study are shown on this chart and include bolh United States and lnternational vehicles. This is not
intended to be a complete set of ELVs which may serve in a Space Slation support role. Most of the vehicles listed are not currently
operational, but should be available in the Space Station operational time frame.
It is important lo note several issues raised by lhe use of ELVs lor Space Stalion support. Unique payload carriers will haveto
be designed for these vehicles, or the NSTS Space Slalion carriers will have lo be designed as ELV compalible. Delivery of the ELV
payload from its insertion orbit to the Space Station will require the use of the OMV or some other unique upper stage. Finally, the
use of ELVs Increases Ihe Earth-to-orbit transportation capability, but does not provide addilional capability for returning material orrotating crew from the Space Station to Earth.
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TRANSPORTATION
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Launch Vehicles capable of supporting the Space Station include the National Space
Transportation System (NSTS), United States supplied ELVs, and ELVs provided and
launched by the International Space Station partners. Earth to orbit transportation
support ultimately drives the speed and extent of Space Station growth
>
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Launch Vehicle
NSTS
Titan IV
Ariane V (ESA)
H-II (Japan)
Shuttle-C/Advanced Launch System
Major Operational Uses
Crew rotation
Logistics delivery
Logistics return
Growth element delivery
Logistics delivery"
Growth element delivery
Hermes vehicle launch (crew
rotation)
Japanese Experiment Logistics
Module (ELM) delivery
Growth element delivery
Large experiment delivery
Logistics delivery**
Status
Minimum of 5 flights per year
projected
First launch 9/88; current projected
availability for NASA approx 2/yr
Operational in 1996; 10/yr max
Operational in 1993; 2/yr max
Phase A/B stage; Operational as
early as 1994 if development is
approved
• Modifications to the current Space Station logistics carriers may be required
• " Extensive modifications to existing designs or new logistics carriers required
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CONTINUED
The ongoing logistics demands of the Phase 1 configuration and its complement of experimentation require a support level
of at least 5 NSTS per year. The feasibility of adding the power and crew required for full utilization of the Phase 1 missions ts
also questionable at this flight rate, even assuming an enhanced shuttle lift capability. The ability to add power and crew is very
sensitive to the exact Phase 1 mission set and Ihe percentage of equipment utilization. We found that the difference of 6 double
racks allocated to II-g experiments as opposed to life science research make the difference of having sufficient lift to launch and
maintain a second habitation module and associated crew. The shortage of crew and power at Phase 1 will result in lower
equipment utilization for the Phase 1 missions which in turn will lead lo lower user lift requirements. The 'additional' lift due to
underutilization of equipment may be used for growth; detailed analysis of resource allocation during the Phase 1 lime frame
when resources are insufficient is a subject for an additional study.
A rough breakdown of the ongoing logistics requirements at Phase 1 (enhanced-NSTS equivalent) are as follows:
Crew & Station Support Logistics
Experiment Support Logislics
Loaistics Carriers and AFE for the above
Total
1.7
1.4- 1.6
1,3-1.4
4.4 - 4.7 (Enhanced NSTS)
The addition of a habitation module requires an entire NSTS flight. Although a flight rate of 5 NSTS per year is sufficient for
the lift requirements of the Phase 1 missions (ignoring power and crew deficits for a moment), dedication of a full shuttle flight will
necessarily reduce available experiment lift by approximately 30-40%.
If the addition of power and a habitation module with crew needed to support the Phase 1 missions is achieved, a rough
breakdown of the ongoing logistics requirements (enhanced-NSTS equivalent) would be:
Crew & Station Support Logistics
Experiment Support Logistics
Logistics Carriers and AFE tor the above
Total
2.3
1.4 - 1.6
1.5-1.6
5.2 - 5.4 (Enhanced NSTS)
In summary, at a flight rate of 5 NSTS/yr, the use of lift to add needed crew and power will severely reduce user support
during the growth time frame. Even if this growth is achieved, the ability of 5 enhanced NSTS per year to meet the resulting
Space Station and experiment logistics requirements is borderline. Finally, it is clear that experiment _ is not feasible al this
flight rate.
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CONTINUED
A flight rate of 5 NSTS flights per year is insufficient for Space Station experiment growth
beyond the Phase 1 level
• Growth of crew and power required to meet the needs of a likely set of missions at Phase 1
•. Crew growth requires additional habitation module and resource nodes with associated
significant ongoing logistics support
•. Power growth has a large one time lift requirement with a smaller ongoing logistics support
• Some resource growth may be possible with 5 enhanced NSTS per year, but will impact user supportduring the growth time frame
• Experiment growth would require additional pressurized volume and/or additional truss structure.
Resulting user and station support logistics requirements would exceed the level which 5 NSTS per
year could support; even under the assumption of enhanced NSTS lift capability
15
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I In order to allow aggressive research in life sciences or microgravity science research ]1
and commercial production of materials, the Space Station should be scarred to allow
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• Growth power requirements are determined by the type of experimentation being carried out on
the Space Station and the level of launch support being provided to the station
• The lowest power requirement occurs when observational science experiments represent a
majority of the Space Station utilization
•, 150 KW satisfactory for extensive observational science effort
• . Unlikely scenario considering current Station utilization trends
• The highest power requirement is driven by commercial materials production
•, Requires extensive launch and return transportation support
•. Power requirements could reach 300 KW if NSTS support is complemented by considerable
ELV support or Heavy Lift Launch Vehicle support
•° All scenarios requiring power levels greater than 225 KW assume ELV support and
alternate methods for returning processed material to earth
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CONTINUED
This chart shows the full envelope of possible final multidisciplinary Space Station power requirements based on the level
of transportation support and Space Station utilization emphasis.
The Y axis is the total power requirement including housekeeping power and user requirements for all activities on the
Space Station. The X axis is the total annual amount o1 lift provided to the Station which must be allocated to users and Space
Station subsystem support.
The shaded area above the X axis shows the corresponding level of lift for various combinations of NSTS and ELVs. The
purpose of this section is twofold. First, it provides some perspective to the values on the X-axis since few people have the lift
capability for the shuttle or other vehicles memorized. Second, it can be used to get a rough feel for the potential power
requirements that would result from supporting the Space Station with a particular vehicle mix. For instance, if it is decided that
only NSTS flights will be used, and the highest realistic number of flights per year is 10, following the right tic of the NSTS ONLY
RANGE will show that the highest power requirements likely to occur is slightly over 250 KW. These ranges are meant to lend
perspective to the X-axis values and do not necessarily correspond to the transportation models used in the analyses.
The data points correspond to the final power requirement levels in the 10 growth scenarios analyzed. The shaded region
represents the full envelope of likely lift and power levels required for the growth Space Station. The number of specific growth
paths analyzed is sufficient to allow interpolation to cases not specifically covered. For example, varying the Space Station
utilization emphasis between life sciences and materials production will result in power requirements between the lines for
Microgravity Research and Materials Production and Life Sciences. Also, power requirements for any level of likely
transportation support may be approximated.
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CONTINUED
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Requireme t
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Space Station Utilization
Emphasis
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O Life Sciences
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CONTINUED
Limiting the maximum growth power level to 150 KW will prohibit major initiative
utilization of the Space Station in the areas of both life sciences and materials production
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• 150 KW will support a wide variety of Space Station missions including a full module devoted to
microgravity research, a general life sciences facility and a plant & animal vivarium, and
observational science such as servicing of free flyers and numerous attached payloads
The level of transportation necessary to support a 150 KW multidisciplinary Space Station is
equivalent to approximately 8 NSTS flights per year. A combination of ELV support and NSTS
support may reduce the number of shuttle flights required
150 KW is insufficient to perform significant commercial materials production and the research
needed to reach the production stage (such as a second laboratory module dedicated to _-gresearch)
• 150 KW is insufficient to support the life science research necessary to allow major new
exploration initiatives such as a manned mission to Mars
21
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The planned crew size at Phase 1 is severely insufficient to fully utilize the Phase 1
configuration. Space Station growth will require first correcting this resource
• Projected crew supporting user___.__ssat Phase 1 is 6 (additional 2 crew support Space Station
systems tasks)
• . With three laboratory modules to support, an average of less than 1 crew person will be
working in each module at any one time
•. Each lab module will be empty (no user crew support) 25% of the time on average
° Between 4 and 4.5 crew (total including user and station support) are needed to fully utilize
each laboratory module
°° Phase 1 configuration requires 12 to 14 crew for full utilization
•. One additional habitation module required to support Phase 1 configuration
• Both power and crew are insufficient at Phase 1, but crew support is the most limitingresource
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CREW SIZE
CONTINUED
Crew rotation is the primary limiting factor to increasing Space Station crew size
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• The Space Station crew size could conceivably grow to 24
•. In order to rotate 22 crew using only the NSTS; crew stay time, number of crew rotated per
shuttle flight, and the number of NSTS visits per year would all have to be increased (e.g.,
for 22 crew, 9 NSTS flts/yr are required assuming a 180 day stay and 5 crew rotated per
flight; 10 NSTS flts/yr will support up to 25 crew with these assumptions). Such drastic
changes are unlikely
• . Using the most optimistic assumptions, the largest crew size that the NSTS could ever
realistically rotate is 20 (180 day stay time, 5 crew rotated per shuttle flight, and 8 NSTSflights/yr)
• Four options exist for increasing the capability to rotate the Space Station crew
1) Increase the frequency of Space Shuttle missions to the Space Station
2) Increase the size of the Space Shuttle crew, thus the number of crew rotated with eachShuttle flight
3) Increase the on-orbit stay time (rotation period) for each crew person
3) Provide an alternate vehicle for crew rotation, such as the Crew Emergency Rescue
Vehicle (CERV), Shuttle II, National Aerospace Plane (NASP), Hermes, etc.
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CONTINUED
This chart shows the lull envelope of possible final multidisciplinary Space Station crew requirements based on the level of
transportation support and Space Station utilization emphasis.
The Y axis is the t_t_ crew requirement including housekeeping and user crew requirements for all activities on the Space
Station. The X axis is the total annual amount of lift provided to the Station which must be allocated to users and Space Station
subsystem support.
The shaded area above the X axis shows the corresponding range of lift for various combinations of NSTS and ELVs. The
purpose of this section is twofold. First, it provides some perspective to the values on the X.axis since few people have the lift
capability for the shuttle or other vehicles memorized. Second, it can be used to get a rough feel for the potential power
requirements that would result lrom supporting the Space Station with a particular vehicle mix. These ranges are meant to lend
perspective to the X-axis values and do not necessarily correspond to the transportation models used in the analyses.
The data points correspond to the final crew requirement levels in the 10 growth scenarios analyzed. The shaded region
represents the lull envelope of likely lift and power levels required for the growth Space Station. The number of specific growth
paths analyzed is sufficient to allow interpolation to cases not specifically covered. For example, varying the Space Station
utilization emphasis between life sciences and materials production will result in crew requirements between the lines for
Microgravity Research and Materials Production and Life Sciences. Also, crew requirements for any level of likely transportation
support may be approximated.
Because the analyses were constrained by available lift based on the transportation models, crew requirements and actual
crew size is identical in most cases. However, because the Phase 1 mission set was predefined and not constrained by available
crew and power at Phase 1, a significant difference between actual and required crew size resulted at Phase 1. For very low
transportation support levels, a situation occurred in which the growth needed to bring actual crew size up to required crew size
was not possible. This region, as indicated on the graph, represents the case where lift may not be sufficient to fully utilize the
Phase 1 configuration.
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PRESSURIZED MODULES
I The use of pressurized modules (called pocket or mini labs) that are smaller than
the common module yet attach to the common nodes holds many benefits for the
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• Features of the pocket lab concept:
• . Provides physical separation from the common modules in order to promote safety(e.g., quarantine facility)
•° Allows housing of equipment not adaptable to the common module due to size or
configuration incompatibilities (e.g., 4 meter centrifuge)
•. Allows ease of detachability for possible return to Earth (e.g., materials production
units)
•. Provides incentive to the private sector for participation by providing a standard
interface and attach mechanism to the Space Station
• Pocket lab type concepts are already being proposed as commercial provided Space
Station elements by several companies
•° Spacehab module
•° Industrial Space Facility
29
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I Two major factors in limiting the flexibility of the module growth pattern are the
planned location of the lower starboard keel and the payload servicing bay on the
• In the absence of the Payload Servicing Bay, module growth could extend in the -Y
direction
•, Greater Space Station center of gravity control flexibility
• . More modules along transverse boom allowing ease of MSC and utilities access
and lower structural loads
• The addition of the lower starboard keel (as defined in the IOC configuration) limits module
growth along the transverse boom in the +Y direction
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CONTINUED
The issue of reduced clearance between the modules in the Phase 1 configuration and any growth modules due to the
extended node design (shown on this chad) was discussed at the IWS. Apparently, the 2 meter clearance between modules is a
requirement driven by the desire to allow access by an EVA crew person between modules for inspection and repair tasks. The 1
meter clearance produced by berthing the extended side of a growth node to the non-extended side of an existing node is likely to
be unacceptable.
As a result of this discussion, a preliminary examination of solutions to this problem was made. These alternatives are
described on the next chad.
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CONTINUED
I The offset location of the berthing port in the current extended node design will result In
decreased clearance between Phase 1 modules and growth modules. Growth modules will be
limited to mating the extended side of the node to the non-extended side of the existing node,
Extended side Io Non-exlended side
extended side to extended side
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CONTINUED
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CONTINUED
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The use of resource nodes between existing and growth modules to provide II
clearance will result in a limitation of one growth module along the transverse |
boom in the starboard direction. Relocation of the payload servicing bay will II
• Alternatives for providing additional clearance
between Phase 1 and growth modules:
•. Resource nodes as spacers (shown on diagram)
- Existing Station element
- Provides additional berthing ports
- "Overkill" solution; more clearance than
needed and cosily
• . Modified "symmetric" resource node design
- Fixed clearance between all modules
- Additional node volume for experiments
- Common node orientation
- Possibly unacceptable impact to assembly
sequence (packaging volume and mass)
- Increased Phase 1 cost
•. Tunnels or other simple spacing hardware
- Low cost; no Phase 1 cost impact
- New station element
- Reduced commonality
- 'Wasted' space
• . Use of pocket lab or spacehab as spacers
- Possible commercial initiative
- Provides useful volume and well as
functioning as a spacer
- Possibly higher cost solution, but not Phase 1
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At a minimum, the propellant, fluids, and unpressurized equipment carrier elements of the
Space Station Logistics System should be designed as ELV-compatible. Extensive use of
ELVs will require an ELV-compatible pressurized logistics module and an alternateStation-to-Earth return mechanism
• Aggressive growth of the Space Station using the NSTS only is unlikely due to flight ratelimitations
• Although the most direct application of ELVs is for the delivery of growth items, these
growth items require ongoing logistic support which may be provided by ELVs as well
• Committing to the concept of ELV compatible logistics carriers provides several benefits
• . Gains flexibility in the Space Station logistics system by not placing totaldependancy on the Space Shuttle
•. Takes advantage in the rising interest in a mixed fleet approach to spacetransportation
•" Allows the capability to provide the high flight rate required for certain carriers in
some growth scenarios (e.g., 10 to 20 propellant carrier flights per year for
supporting a Space Station utilization emphasis on observational sciences
research)
• The issue of return mass buildup on the Space Station due to the use of ELVs in a
logistics capacity must also be resolved
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CONTINUED
The next two graphs show the number of logistics carriers which must be transported to the Space Station each year in
support of the various utilization emphases as a function of total annual lilt. The first graph shows these values for the pressurized
and unpressurized logistics carriers.
Logistics requirements were categorized according to the tour carrier classes (pressurized, unpressurized, fluids, and
propellant) and approximate carrier mass 'overhead' was calculated by multiplying the logistics mass in each category by a
corresponding carrier mass traction (empty carrier weight/carrier payload capability). The resulting total carrier masses were then
divided by the mass of each type of carrier to give the total number of carriers. For instance, 100,000 kg pressurized logistics would
require approximately 52,000 kg of pressurized carrier mass (based on 52% mass fraction of this type of carrier) and at a mass of
5,199 kg per pressurized carrier, 10 pressurized carriers would be needed. Neither packaging ol logistics nor allocation of carriers
to launch vehicles in the transportation models were considered in calculating the required number of logistics carriers.
It is important to note that the number of carriers required each year shown in the graph is the number needed to support of
all Space Station activities, not just the requirements of the emphasized discipline.
The shaded area above the X axis shows the corresponding range of lilt for various combinations of NSTS and ELVs. The
purpose of this section is twofold. First, it provides some perspective to the values on the X-axis since few people have the lilt
capability lor the shuttle or other vehicles memorized. Second, it can be used to get a rough feel for the potential number of
logistics carriers needed each year as a result of supporting the Space Station with a particular vehicle mix. These ranges are
meant to lend perspective to the X-axis values and do not necessarily correspond to the transportation models used In the
analyses.
The data points correspond to the average number of carriers per year following completion of growth for the various growth
scenarios. The shaded region represents the full envelope of likely lift and yearly carriers required for the growth Space Station.
The number of specific growth paths analyzed is sufficient to allow interpolation to cases not specifically covered. For example,
varying the Space Station utilization emphasis between life sciences and materials production will result in carrier requirements
between the lines for Microgravity Research and Materials Production and Life Sciences. Also, carrier requirements for any level of
likely transpot _ _:"'_ support may be approximated. This data is highly dependant upon the specific carrier design characteristics;
mass fraction and carrier mass in particular.
38
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CONTINUED
This graph shows the number of fluids and propellant carriers required each year as a function of Space Station utilization
emphasis and level of transportation support.
Propellant requirements are for OMV operations. The OMV Is assumed to be based at the Space Station. The characteristics
ot a propellant carrier for OMV refueling are assumed to be similar to the earlier Space Station propellant carrier concepts for a
combination hydrazine, nitrogen tetraoxide, and monomethal hydrazine carrier.
Logistics requirements were categorized according to the four carrier classes (pressurized, unpressurized, fluids, and
propellant) and approximate carrier mass 'overhead' was calculated by multiplying the logistics mass In each category by a
corresponding carrier mass fraction (empty carrier weight/carrier payload capability). The resulting total carrier masses were then
divided by the mass of each type of carrier to give the total number of carders. For Instance, 100,000 kg pressurized logistics would
require approximately 52,000 kg of pressurized carrier mass (based on 52% mass fraction of this type of carrier) and at a mass of
5,199 kg per pressurized carrier, 10 pressurized carriers would be needed.
It is important to note that the number of carriers required each year is In support of all Space Station activities, not Just the
requirements of the emphasized discipline.
The shaded area above the X axis shows the corresponding range of lift for various combinations of NSTS and ELVs. The
purpose of this section is twofold. First, it provides some perspective to the values on the X-axis since few people have the lift
capability for the shuttle or other vehicles memorized. Second, it can be used to get a rough feel for the potential number of
logistics carriers needed each year as a result of supporting the Space Station with a particular vehicle mix. These ranges are
meant to add lend perspective to the X-axis values and do not necessarily correspond to the transportation models used In the
analyses.
The data points correspond to the average number of carriers per year following completion of growth for the various growth
scenarios. The shaded region represents the full envelope of likely lift and yearly carriers required for the growth Space Station.
The number of specific growth paths analyzed is sufficient to allow interpolation to cases not specifically covered. For example,
varying the Space Station utilization emphasis between life sciences and materials production will result in power requirements
between the lines for Microgravity Research and Materials Production and Life Sciences. Also, carrier requirements for any level of
likely transportation support may be approximated. This data is highly dependant upon the specific carrier design characteristics;
mass fraction and carrier mass in particular.
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LOGISTICS
CONTINUED
Loaistics Fliqht Rate - ProDgllant & Fluids Carrier,"
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Ranges of lift capability
based on various
combinations of
launch vehicles
I I I
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capability of 22,268 kg
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100 150 200 250 300 350 400
Annual Lift Support (Thousands of KG)
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SPACE STATION GROWTH REQUIREMENTS
ATTACH POINTS & TRUSS STRUCTURE
The Phase 1 configuration provides limited capability for accommodating external attached
payloads
:7
""1
F_
,;"2
,.,j
• The current plan for a total of 5 external payload attach points on the Phase 1 configuration (on the
transverse boom) is insufficient for meeting the needs of even the missions in the Level 2 Trial
Payload Manifest (those missions brought to the Space Station during the assembly timeframe)
Trial Payload Manifest Payload
Cosmic Dust Collection (SAAX112)
Spacecraft Materials & Coatings (TDMX2011)
Solar Terrestrial Solar Instrument Group (SAAX207)
Cosmic Ray Nuclei Experiment (SAAX001)
Large Format Camera (COMM1015)
Number Attach Points Required
1
1
1 (cps)
1
<1
• Limited "real estate" on the Earth pointing side of the transverse boom and viewing restrictions
caused by the pressurized modules severely constrains the ability to accommodate Earth pointing
payloads. Module growth will further decrease possible attach locations for these payloads
I The addition of resource nodes to the aft end of aft growth modules using the mobile
Servicing Center (MSC) will require additional truss structure projecting aft of the transverse
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SPACE STATION GROWTH REQUIREMENTS - ATTACH POINTS & TRUSS STRUCTURE
CONTINUED
This chart shows the attach point requirements for three growth scenarios in which the level of lift support to the Space Station
differs but the utilization emphasis on observational science type payloads is common. Because of the strong emphasis on attached
payloads, this graph represents a "worst case" attach point requirement profile.
The three lines correspond to the three transportation models used in the growth scenario analyses. Moderate ELV support
includes 1 Shuttle-C type vehicle per year plus a small international contribution. Extensive ELV support includes 2 Shuttle-C type
flights per year and higher international contributions. Details of ELV support and assumptions regarding NSTS enhancements are
given in the approach section of this document.
Attach point requirements include all mission types but are predominately observational science and technology development
in nature.
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ATTACH POINTS & TRUSS STRUCTURE
CONTINUED
Attach Point Requirements for Space Station Utilization Emphasizin_
Observational Science Payload_
Number of
Attach Points
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
......................"/ ................................................................_:_ -e-..--...,_.e_.. 8 NSTSIyr +
.........................j ......................................... logo.._ - • Extensive ELV Support
......... /o_o ........................ _ 5 NSTS/yr +
......................................................................................._ll_ll_l/B 5 NSTSIyr
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Station Operating Year
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STUDY APPROACH - GROWTH ANALYSIS APPROACH
The approach to these analyses involved two major steps
The first step was to develop a realistic mission model. This process included gathering data from a number of documents
as well as discussion with principal investigators and attendance of various Space Station users meetings and conferences. A
Phase 1 mission set was developed with inputs from the NASA Level II Trial Payload Manifest (November 1987 version) and
considering physical limitations within the Phase 1 pressurized modules. Knowledge of the program status for potential missions
was also used to refine a likely set of missions that may be present at Phase 1.
The number of potential growth missions was so large that it was obvious that an attempt to accommodate all of them was
unrealistic. Instead, three possible discipline emphases were projected for the Space Station, and the growth missions were
grouped into unique growth mission sets. A multidisciplinary flavor was maintained In all of the growth mission sets however, as
was described earlier in the discussion of the Experiment Mission Set.
The second step involved the actual projection of Space Station growth from a systems analysis level. A primary feature of
the approach was the constraining of growth by a projected level of annual lift support to the Space Station. For this reason
several transportation models were developed to encompass a range of possibile support levels, from minimal support (5 NSTS/yr
only for the entire station lifetime) to aggressive support including the use of large ELVs. Significant effort was put into defining
and/or verifying such data as housekeeping power requirements for Phase 1 and growth, capabilities of the Phase 1 configuration,
crew & station support logistics requirements for Phase 1 and growth, and logistics carrier characteristics. All of this effort was
made in an attempt to achieve the most realistic growth scenarios for the Space Station.
The final step was the actual growth analysis for ten different scenarios. This Involved a year by year balancing of Space
Station resources and resource requirements in an effort to accommodate existing missions, new missions, and growth where
necessary and possible within transportation constraints.
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GROWTH ANALYSIS APPROACH
Mission Requirements
Analysis
P_se 1 MissionS_
_rowlh Missions_
Systems Growth Analysis
Missions -- I
Data Sources
Mission
Requirements
Growth Mission Set !
Development and I
Mission Prioritization I
t User Resources
Utilization Emphases
_ansportatlon_
Model
Current Available _0_;_ d iiiiiiiii!ii_!iiil;iiii;ii!iii!!iii!ii_:iii;i_
Resources _ii _ iii !i:i!ii:i!i!i!iiiiiiiiiiiii!i!iii! _i! !i!
esource _:i
Growth
Requirements
Mission
Accommodation
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KEY ASSUMPTIONS
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• Point of Departure:
The Phase 1 Configuration as defined in the Level II Engineering Data Book
• Constrained Station Resources:
• . Launch Mass
• . Power
• o Crew Time
• . Internal Pressurized Volume
• ° External Attach Points
• Station return mass requirements are tracked but not constrained
• Lift requirements (pressurized, unpressurized, fluids, and propellant) are tracked for
o. Crew and station logistics
°. Mission requirements
• o OMV propellant for retrieving ELV delivered station payload
°o OMV propellant for retrieving co-orbiting spacecraft for on-station servicing
o. OMV propellant for insitu servicing of geostationary spacecraft
• . Carrier requirements for all the above
°. Growth elements with attach fittings
• Distinction between carrier requirements for ELV and NSTS is not made.
requirements between ELVs and NSTS is examined but not constrained
Allocation of lift
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EXPERIMENT MISSION SET
, Data sources for mission resource requirements
•, Primary source of data is the Mission Requirements Data Base (MRBD)
•. Detailed resource requirements for microgravity research missions (COMM1201) was derived from
information in the Microgravity Materials Processing Facility (MMPF) Data Base
•. Detailed resource requirements for life sciences missions (SAAX307 and SAAX307A) was derived
from information in the Reference Mission Operational Analysis Document (RMOAD) for the Life
Science Research Facilities
•o Additional inputs received directly from the principal investigators were used when available
• Phase 1 mission set
• . Assumed to be on station at completion of Phase 1
• , Incorporates data from the NASA/Level 2 Trial Payload Manifest
•• Includes MRDB missions showing equipment up in 1992 and favors missions with operational or
funded STATUS entries, while limited by resource availability (primarily internal volume)
• Evolution Mission Model (EMM)
• . Joint definition between MDAC and LaRC
•. Composed of all MRDB missions meeting the following criteria:
- Core station missions only
- Reasonably complete MRDB data entries
- Unique missions (obvious duplication of mission goals was eliminated except in the case of
some international missions which duplicate the goals of U.S. missions)
• Missions are divided into six categories:
• . Industrial Services
• . International
•. Life Sciences
• , Microgravity Research & Materials Production
" Observational Science
• . Technology Development
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EXPERIMENT MISSION SET
CONTINUED
• Missions in the EMM are further classified as either global in nature (basic research which does not
imply dedication to a specific Space Station utilization goal) or specific to a particular emphasis
"o
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Mi_ssion Type
Industrial Services
International
Life Sciences
Microgravily Research &
Materials Production
Observational Science
Technology Development
Missions in Global Growth Mission Set
All industrial services missions
All international missions
Missions directed to understanding the
the effects of microgravity on living
organisms (e.g., Life Sciences Lab #1 )
Basic !_-g research such as COMM120f
(US Materials Laboratory)
Servicing of the Great Observatories,
and the portion of the Solar Terrestrial
Observalory not accommodated al
Phase 1
General technology missions dedicated
to improving our ability to work effectively
in space
Emphasis Specific Growth Missions
No emphasis unique missions
No emphasis unique missions
Advanced life sciences research oriented
loward major human exploration initiatives
including missions such as CELSS, the
vivarium, and a 4m variable-g centrifuge
Commercial production missions such as
EOS, ECG, and biological production units
and advanced research (US Mat Lab #2)
Assembly, deploy and servicing of obser-
vational platforms, tethered observational
missions on the core slalion, and operation
and servicing of many smaller Instruments
such as lhe planetary infrared telescope
Additional technology missions related
directly to one of the three emphases above
will be included in the corresponding emphasis
specific growth mission set
OO
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EXPERIMENT MISSION SET
CONTINUED
Missions on Space Station at Completion of Phase 1
o.9,o=
,O"_
,,,_ up
Mis_,ion Type Mission
I rf_ %, ,r,r_ n !,AA ", W',""
SAAXqO.A
SAAX308
MmrOCl l_r,q 2-, M;_,i C;C)MMt20t
P,od C()MM 1230
(;OMM12"] 1
COMM12q2
C()MM1237
C()MM t 238
COMM 1244
C.OMM 1245
COMMI246
COMM1247""
C(-)M M 1248""
(;()MM 1?.'SO
(:()MM1251
C()MM1254""
C()MM12£q
('OMM t 257
COMM 126n
COMM 1261
COMM 1262'"
C()MM_ 2rig 70
COMM 1275 77""
r J;Ir'ne
1 8M [)inme!r'r Var g (;entrifHgp
GastGrain Simulation Facititiy
l lg I nb_mto,y (qiil"_,rq)
Aulomnhc Vapor (]_y<lal (]rowth
Acouslic L evil ator
AIl_y .qnlidfficalion
ftI,,k|olnan. [ ]rg_, (B(:(.I)
Bipdgeman Small
Eloctroslalic I evitalor (El C)
Prolr, in Cry,qal Grnwlh
EM Levdalor (EMF)
| Ioat Zone Crystal Orowth (FZCG)
Fluid Physics racllily ([["[)
F' C G U lor Company 124_F
I°,or'lr'clric Focusing fit [ )
Optical F ther Pulling
('hqanic i Polyrn.r.r Cryr.lal Gqowlh
ProlF, in (';rylal Orowlh Facility
Advnncpd I r'wtnlion tlnits
£,ohRlon Cry<lal Faciltiy (£01 r )
Vapor (;rylal lr at:lilly (VC|)
Advanc#d Directional Solidification
_en P_qe Furrmce
Oir)<.ervahonal
Sciences
C(.)M M 1015
SAAXn01
SAAX112
qAAXS07
SAAX2nTA
SAAX207B
SAAX207C
SAAX207D
SAAX2OTE
SAAX207K
I_arcle Formal Camera
Cosmic IQay Nuclei [xperimont
Cosmic Dust Colleclion Expt
9Ol;]r l,r, rr_,ct,,ql ()t;'orV,3lr_ry
ACRtM
Spit X Ray felp_cope (SXRT)
ttRTS
White Lighl Coronngraph (Wl C)
SUSIM
UV Coronagraph-Spectromeler UV
Mission Type
1,'_hn('4r'_gy
Development
Internalional
Mission
llq'Ak2011
TDMX2071
TDMX2072
1DMX2262
IDMX2421
TDMX2442
lDMX2443
l DM X2461
TDMX2462
TDMX2521
fDMX2532
lDMX2564
C-001
C O03A
I 001
I 0r_2
L 003
I 004
LIFt11
M 001
M O02
MA]110
S 003
S 004
SAAX4002
SAAX4On3
] 00t
T nngA
TDMX400t
IDMX4004
Name
GC: Mll & (-<'_,tl,r;{l_
Flight Dynamics ldenliticahon
SiC Strain Senqor
Manned Observations Techniques
Active Optic T ethnology
Transient Upset Phenomena in VLSI
VltXlC Fault Tolerant Processor
I eleop_r aled Assembly
Dextrous feleoperator Technology
Acoustics Control Technology
Medical Experiments Technology
Coatings Maintenance Technology
RFt
Adv Comm & Data ttandling Sys - A
Biology & 1',,4edicine
Space Medicine
CELSS
Biotechnology
Gen Purp "LIF" Research [acilily
Material Science Experiment
Space Proce_qinq for Advanced Mat
Materials Science Research [ ab
ttigh Energy Cosmic Rays
Cosmic Gamma Ray Rllr_'.l_
POLCATS
l.ile Sciences I abomlo W
Space Environmenl lest
£pace Pmboticn qlr, p 1
Materialm [ aboralory
Sola_ Cells
' Partial oullittlng In p-g utilization emphasis to allow additional u-g facilities;
complete outfitting at Phase 1 for other emphases
"" Phase 1 mission for lt-g utilization emphasis only, growth mission otherwise
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M,s_,on Type Mission Narne
Indu_Inal Serv,ce_ C(_)MM 101 a
c,,O M M t n2n
r (_MLt1!1,)
C()MM 1 I lq
COMMI 116
O,(')MMt 117
('Gram I124
COMM1125
COMM1126
C()MM 1307
COMM t 30£
C(')MM13t0
COMM 1q 11
SAAXS03
SAAX5n4
STUDY APPROACH
EXPERIMENT MISSION SET
CONTINUED
Global Growth Mission Sel
Inlr, r nallflnnl Ilfqtt
IllS1?
CC)MM4000
M 0O3
Mail20
MATt30
F O03
F 0nq
F nne
S 001
q nn2
S OO5
S OOG
S 00/
S On_
S 00q
S 010
SAAX40no
SAAX4004
SAAX4005
SPAS01
Rr, mole Sensing fe_! Dpv & Verif
C{:, rq m_,rrial £AR
CIn°,S III Comm Sat Dol,wry
Clar, s II Comm Sal Delivery
(_,ln_ I Cnmm Sat ['*olivnrv
(_r,o _,alelhte _,_rvlt'lq O [ )F*mO
Class Ill Comm Sat £_'rvirincl
Cla_, II Cor'nm ,Sat Sewicing
Indu_lrial Space Facdltv (Igf)
Ir_dlmtrinl Space Famhty(tSF)
Spacehnb tlardware ProTotype Iah
£pacr_hah I ncli'_tic_ Modul,_
M SAT B
M SAT C
[::tO and |}qrhntinn f:holr_qyl)r'v
_r_cJtlctiorlI_lo procr, c,clr_q, aiflr)
Materials Processing Laboratory
Commercial Space Pror'*_.ing ie<l
Materials Processing [)#vetopmmlt
Automated Maleriats Processing
Observations of Upper Almosph_.re
[)PS for Earlh Obser,,nlion
Earlh Observation Facility
Astronomical Platform
Infrared foleo,cnn_ it,qpar_
L,ne Gamma Detect!on
X Ray Astronomy Ob_ervalory
Gravitational Wave D_mcto_
_;[,nre Vl BI
Solar Activily Momtor
Submillimeler Telescope
t tigh Frequency Sounder System
Long Base Line Array
WISP
Far Infrared/Submm Space Tel
Mission lype
International (cont)
Mission
TDMX4002
C 002
C O01_R& C
C 004
C 005
E 0O2A&B
f 002A&B
f 004
T O05B&C
I O06
IOS235
FOS236
SAAX307
SAAXtt0
SAAX111
SAAX117
Micrclg lb-m & Mat Prod COMMt201
COMM1233
COMM 1234
COMM 1235
COMM1236
COMM 1240
COMM1241
COMMt 242
COMM1243
COMM1249
COMM 1252
COMMt 253
COMM 1256
COMMI25R
COMM 1259
COMM 1263
COMMt 275-Z7
COMM1280 81
COMM1285
COMM1290-92
0 :'_:
0 "-
C_
r- _-r;
Name
Sensor (station)
Large Communication
Adv Com rn & |_l;Ha l l;_ndhng Sys
Gray Stabild Deployable Ant feat
1D of Larg_ G#o Satellite
Test of Sensor Technologies
[arge Antenna Sys fechnolnqy
Space Energy Experiment
Space Robotics
Platform System Technology
Robotic Servicing Experiment
Fluid Transfer Management
I lie Sciences Lab (.m_hset)
Mars Sample Return Mission
Comet Nucleus Sample Return
Sample Quarantine Facility
US Laboratory (subset)
Atmospheric Microphysics Facility
Autoignition Furnace Facil
Automatic Sol'n Cryslal Orowlh
Bioreaclorllncubator (BIF)
Con Flow Electorphoresis (CFEP)
Critical Point Phenomena (CPPF)
Droplet/Spray Burning Facility
Eleclroepitaxy Facility
Free Float Facility
Latex Reactor ([ It)
Membrane Production (MP)
Premixed Gas Combuslion Facility
Rotating Spherir.ql Cnnv (RSCF)
Solid Surface Burning Facilily
Vm Flow Shell Generator (VFSG)
High Temp General Purpose F,_rnac
Catalytic Research Units
Metal Alloy Separation Units
Thin Film Deposition Units
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Global Growth Mission Set
M,_,_on Type
( )b_ervahonal Sc,ence
Mrsspon
SAAX004A
SAAX012
qAAXr'I 7'A
SAAX020
SAAX021
SAAX027
SAAXO3N
S;AAX2n/
SAAX2fl7F
q A A'K,"O/(_
SAAX2D711
£AAX2OZI
O,AAK2P, TJ
,qAA×2qN
SAAX251
C()MMt3N4
.qAAXfiOt
,qAAXqN2
I[)MX2021
II)MX2022
IDMX2023
1DM×2024
f DM×2061
I I)MX2062
]1)MX2063
TDMX2064
]DMX2071
fDMX2072
lDMX2073
1l)t1'3×2111
TDMX2121
TDMX2122
f f)MX2132
] DMX2152
TDMX2153
TDMX2211
Mission type Mission Name
Iech nology ] DMX2212
Development TDMX2221
(_ .,m I DMX2223
[DMX2224
1 DMX2266
TDMX2267
II)MX23t l
TDMX2321
f DMX2322
1DMX241 t
IDMX2412
fDMX 2413
0 0 IDMX2421
"1"1 _10 1DMX2422
_ TDMX2431
O _ lDMX2433
O_ _ [DMX2441
TDMX2461
"'0 T[)M×2462
r,..T._
6"3 IDMX2463
!"" I"1'1 IDMX2464
_ TDMX2471
f DMX2472
I DMX24 73
TDMX2511
TDMX2512
[ DMX2531
TDMX2541
IDMX2542
TDMX2q43
fDMX2544
]DMX2561
]DMX2562
IDMX2565
TDMX2572
Mull Anlenna Beam Patterns
Laser Comm & Tracking Develop
F,,la_:_r f'rF'r'i,Qon Tin,# (;nneral,en
Space bas#d Optical DSN [erminat
S/C Optical Range Determination
Optical Spatial Tracking SIC
long term Cryog#nm fluid Storagn
Iow A('celeralion Propulsion Tech
Laser Propulsion
Advanced Adapltw, CnnhoI
Distributed Control Experiment
Dynamic Disturbance Experiment
Active Optic fFmhnology
thermal Shape Control
Advanced Control Device Tech
Dynamic Stabilization FF Robot
Microelectronic Data Syst Expt
[eleoperated Assem
Dextrous Teleoperator Technology
Autonomous Robotic Main! Demo
Autonomous Servicing Robot
ttuman/Machine Interface Workload
Advanced Aulomalinn Technology
Adv Robotic Wrksta lech Demo
Space Power Syslem Environ In!
High Voltage, in Spm*'_, PIa_ma
Surgery fechnotgoy [)evelopment
Tethered Electrodynamic Power Gr,
]ethereal Constellalion
T eth,_r,_d T rarl_portaflrm
Tethered f luid Storaqerfransfer
Salellite Servicing and Refurb
Salellile Maintenance and Repair
[hermal Interface lechnology
Cryo Prop Transfer/Stor/Reliq
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Em.ph_asis Un_ique Growth Mission Se_ts
Micr. o raq_ra_Effy_Research Emphasi s
I_.'_I _, .r. IO rl
COMM1204
COMM 1206
%AAX4Q2
l DMX24:12
1DMX256.q
tl;lm¢'
MIcrograv & Mat_rml P,ncpo, n rac (Met Iah 2)
Biological Production IJnit'_
I ! (} V;ti'l;thlP _ [ rc_e [ )_/ ¢_r
f)Oinhng and Io, olahnn l)r'Vlre_
Mntr.rial_ I':lpsl jppiy
Microgravity Research & Materials Production Emphasis
Mission
COMMt202
COMM1203
CC)M M 1204
C()MM 1205
COMM t 2fl6
COMM1208
COMM1213
SAAX402
fDMX2432
f DMX2F,¢-2
Name
Ff)S ProdHr tion tlnds
[ (:(] Produ_:l,on I I_,l_
F,4ir rngrav & Maln,lal Prore_,,'. [ at: (Mat Iah 2)
[ C,G Prodllr'tinn t h_,t_ #2
t'hr)lnc[ical Prodlmtlmn ! h]its
(:rystal Prortur'hqn I lnp_.
C:onlainerln_.s Prate':-- Prod I lmt_
11 g Variahk, (] r-_e Flyer
Pointing and Io.olation D,:'vices
Material_ Pl_-Hpply
Life Sciences Emphasis
Mismon
qAA×'tfl?
SAAX303
SAAX304
SAAX305
qAh'<q0r,
£AAX311
COMM 1309
fDMX2571
tDMX2573
fDMX2574
tlamp
Plant ,_ Amrnal Virtu'tin R. Iah
tturnan I:l_nrr h [ ac 4dy
CFI SS E_p_rlmenlal qy_l_ms
Dedicated CEI SS IL_1odule
I/_" I _ P,'lllnt
4/,,4 Diametr, r Va_ O Cr'nhifljg_
Orbital Tran_.fpr Vehlc!e
OTV/Payload Inlerfacingffran£fer
OIV Docking and Berthing
OfV Mainlenance Technology
ti Observational Science Emphasisi .......................l Mission Home! SAAX010 ASO/ttRSO MissionSAAX010A ASO_.tRSO ServicingSAAXn I I ASO"POF M_smon
SAAX011A ASO/POF Servicing
SAAX020 Large Deployable Refleclor
SAAX02 1 Supemonduding Magrml [ acihty
SAAX028 Explorer 2 Servicing
SAAX029 Explorer 3 Servicing
SAAX031 Space Station ttitchhiker 2
SAAX032 Space Station Hitchhiker 3
SAAX 113 Planelary Mullispeclral Telescope
SAAX 114 Planetary Infrared Telescope
SAAX 1t 5 Astromelric Telescope Facility
SAAX116 Planetary Science Expt Module
SAAX20t l idar Facility
SAAX221 [arge Microwave Anlenna
SAAX222 tnframd Sounding
SAAX223 Large Imager
.qAAX226 Solar Terms Qeo Platform Fxpt
SAAX227 Plasma Processes Lab
SAAX309 SETI Gno Antenna Mission
SAAXBnl Expr'rimental Geo Platform fXGP}
COMM 1309 Orbdat transfer Vehicle
TDMX2261 Sensor Syslem_ Technology Expl
fDMX2263 CO2 Doppler Lidar Wind Sensor
1 DM×22¢,4 Microwave Remote gent;ins
IDMX2265 Satellite Doppler Meleorol Radar
TDMX243f Pointing and Isolation Devices
f DMX2571 OTV/Payload Inlerfacingffransfer
TDMX2573 Of V Docking and Bedhing
TDMX2574 OTV Maintenance Technology
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MISSION REQUIREMENTS
Microgravity Research Mission 
• Requirements for a microgravity research facility were derived from the Microgravity and Materials
Processing Facility (MMPF) Study Data Releaset
•. Fully outfitted laboratory consists of 30 facilities which represent 47 missions in the MRDB
•. Resource requirements for these facilities is highly dependent upon equipment utilization
assumptions, f00"_, equipment utilization (all facilities operating all the time) is not a practical
assumption
•. MMPF provides data on reasonable equipment utilization (run duration and frequency) and
corresponding resource requirements
• The Phase 1 configuration does not provide sufficient pressurized volume to fully outfit the microgravity
and materials processing lab while allowing research in other areas
°. Resource requirements for the fully outfitted laboratory are based on the global mission set analysis
in the MMPF
•. Resource levels for partial configurations of the laboratory are determined by scaling down the
global mission set requirements based on maximum power/minimum run duration utilization of
existing facilities
• Facilities present at Phase 1 are based on the Level II Trial Payload Manifest, and the NASA Code EM
developed subset of 20 missions out of the 30 MMPF facilities
• The second materials laboratory is assumed to be a duplicate of the first in terms of resource requirements
t Contract No. NAS8-361220 Teledyne Brown Engineering arid Boeing Aerospace Co., F_bruary 2, 1987
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MISSION REQUIREMENTS
CONTINUED
Life Sciences Missions
• Resource requirements for the General Life Sciences Lab(SAAX307) and 1.8Mcentrifuge(SAAX307A)
were based on data from the Reference Mission Operational Analysis Document (RMOAD) for the Life
Science Research Facilities.
•. The RMOAD breaks the outfitting of the lab into 5 phases
•. Where necessary, partially outfitted conligurations were developed by accommodated a subset
of the full 5 outfitting phases
• The diagram below shows the desired ev°luti°n of the life sciences research facilities. Shaded
regions represent missions in the life sciences emphasis mission set only. For other emphases,
SAAX307 is assumed to continue indefinately
I Facilities Evolution Scheme /
I -
General Lite ScienceLab- SAAX307
I Sample Quarantine Facility - SAAX117
_CELSS Pallet Systems - SAAX306 i
i
CELSS Systems Lab- SAAX304 [ Dedicated DELSS Module- SAAX305 j
CELSS Systems- SAAX304 l 1Plant & Animal Vivarium - SAAX302
Human Life Science Lab- SAAX303
4 Meter Variable Gravity Centrifuge- SAAX311
Facilities
Gas Grain Simulator Facility - SAAX308
Time v
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MISSION REQUIREMENTS
CONTINUED
Observational Science & Technolocly Development Missions
• Mission specifications for the Great Observatories (HST, AXAF, and SIRTF) were derived from the
Customer Servicing Requirements Data Book (JSC 30222, March 15, 1986)
• . Mass
• . Operational orbit
• . Servicing interval
•. Expected lifetime
• Launch date for the Great Observatories is based on the October 1987 Payload Flight Assignments,
NASA Mixed Fleet
•- GRO not included because end-of-life reached prior to Phase 1 completion based on launch
date and expected life
•. HST and SIRTF assumed to be operational at Phase 1
• Requirements for numerous MRDB missions involving observational geostationary platform
experiments were synthesized into one mission
•. Designed to represent generic geostationary platform with experiments being serviced and
changed out periodically
•. Initial platform construction and deployment based on the experimental geostationary platform
mission (SAAX502)
• . Encompasses the following MRDB missions: Large Microwave Antenna, Infrared Sounding,
Large Imager, STO Geo Platform Experiment, and the SETI Geo-Antenna Mission
•. All servicing and experiment changeout assumed in-situ
• Tether technology development mission requirements were synthesized into one tether technology
and application mission
• Technology development mission requirements were synthesized when shared equipment or a fixed
sequence of accommodation was specified
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• Growth scenarios were developed by using a predefined level of earth-to-orbit transportation
(fiequency and type of launch vehicle) and then determining the growth and mission
accommodations that this level of lift would support
• Three levels of transportation support were considered
• . NSTS Only - at a frequency of 5 per year representing the minimum level of support
• . Moderate - 5 NSTS per year until station operating year 3 when 1 Shuttle-C and international
ELVs are added
•" Aggressive - 5 NSTS and a mix ol ELVs each year increasing to 8 NSTS and including
Shuttle-C in year 3 and increasing again in year 5 with more international support
• These transportation models are designed to encompass the lull range of possible levels of
transportation support to the Space Station in order to determine the maximum and minimum
resource requirement levels
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This chart shows lhe lift capability for all the launch vehicles used in lhis analysis. Launch capabilities for the ELVs are based
on data in the document "Transportation Options and Space Station Evolution Study", Teledyne Brown Engineering, Dec 1, 1987.
The lilt capability for the HSTS used in this study assumes the itnplementalion of a certain number of ascent performance
enhancements by the Phase l time frame. A lull set of possible enhancements, based on data in a presentation from the
engineering directorate of NASA.'JSC, is shown below. In order to be progressive in our projections and at the same time somewhat
conservative, 50% of the enhancements below which are marked in bold where incorporated into the NSTS launch capability for this
study.
Enhancement Payload Increase Required Action
A_lv_n_d_RM :Ll12,QOQLbs;
In£ulalor'l irmr 400
Nozzle/Bearing 1000
t I f PR Propellnnt 2800
Case Material 2300
Case l)iameler 2000
lhrusl Profile/Iliads lip 4000
Study and authorization
Other VChicl .e_Mol.d_ _b_
109% SSME 5000
No SRB Recovery 16,00
Cosl/benefil assessment
SSME A certification
Loads/Flutter Constraints + 1.5.00 UQ&
q from 790 1o 819 PSi 1000
q alpha from 3500 to 3000 PSi Deg 500
T._[ransattantiGAbQrl L _n_ing L] A L}
PrioriW Qv_r Abo._Q.toOrbit (AI O)
±LSQO t_bs
Complete flutler/aero delailed lesl objectives
(additional in._lm mentalion)
and 60 loads cycle
Ri£k Assr',q£rner_t
Reduced System DisPersions , lOO0_L_bs_ Ftighl data reduclion
Inteqrated STS/SS Reserves +500 Lb_ Coordination
• itemized vrtlues ,',,hownadd ub io 12.50Q lh £ inconsistency was present in the referenced presentation
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Lift
Capability
(Kg)
50
4O
3O
2O
10 ,ii!i!ili!_ii!ii!i:i_i_i_
OV-102, OV103 Titan IV Shuttle-C Ariane V
OV104 (ESA)
Launch Vehicle
't,ISTS upweight capability for the purposes o! this study is projected to be equal to the current NSTS commitment to station
(14,119 Kg for OV-102, 17,933 Kg for all others) plus 50% of the following potential enhancements identilied by JSC (Fief. NSTS
Upweight Capability Enhancements, Mark Craig, Engineering Directorale, NASA/JSC, July 21, 1987) : Advanced Solid Rocket
Motor (+5448 Kg), other vehicle mods (2996 Kg), Integrated STS/Spaee Station Reserves (+227 Kg)
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The 5 NSTS_yr only transportation model represenls the current NSTS commitment to the Space Station. This model was
used as the least aggressive, "worst case" scenario where the decision is made 1o nol use ELVs for Space Station support, and the
currently projected NSTS flight rate to the station is not increased during the operating lifetime of lhe station.
0 :i
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5 NSTS/Yr Only Transportation Sup Do_rt
LIFT
(KG)
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160000
140000
1200O0
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400OO
200O0
0
3 4 5 6 7 8 9
-6 _,
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The moderate transportation model maintains the 5 NSTS/yr support level while allowing for the use of some ELV support.
ELV support does not begin until the third year following Phase 1 based on the assumption that lime will be required to "iron all
the bugs out" and fully integrate ELVs into Space Station operations. In the third year, international participation is included
by one launch vehicle peryem from both ESA and Japan. At the same lime, one Shuttle-C or Advanced Launch System (ALS)
vehicle per year also comes on line. lhe lime frame for the inclusion of all of these vehicles is consistent with their projected
development cycle.
Based on the projected demand for TitanlV vehicles by the DOD and other NASA Interests, no TilanlV support was
included in the moderate transportation model.
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ModerateTransportation Su_u_p_p_ort
LIFT
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The aggressive transportation model begins with an NSTS flight rate ol five per year and increases to eight per year in
year 3. The heavy NSTS support requirements during the several years of assembly leading to Phase1will result in a backlog
of payloads on the launch manifest, making it difficult to justify higher levels of NSTS support in the early years of station
operation. One]itanlV and one Shultle-C type vehicle are also included l°' the first tw° years" The Shuttle-C assumption is
consistent with the possibility of developing such a vehicle for use during Space Station assembly. The Air Force has stated
that it can provide one TitanlV launch per year for NASA by 1993 (Space Business News, 12/14/87), justifying the inclusion of
this vehicle in the aggressive model.
As in the conservative model, internationally provided ELVs begin in year 3. At the same time, the TitanlV is phased out
asa second Shutlle-C flighl per year comes on line- The linal increment in this model occurs in year 5 with a secondELV from
both ESA and Japan.
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Aggressive Transportation Support
LIFT
(KG)
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• Four types of carriers are used to transport logistics material (spares, food, experiments &
equipment, etc) to the Space Stationt
Carrier Carrier Mass Carrier Mass Cap aci_ffy Mass Fraction*
Pressurized module 5199 kg 10,011 kg 0.52
Unpressurized module 1498 kg'* 2869 kg 0.52
Fluids carrier 1701 kg 1453 kg 1.17
Propellant carrier 1335 kg 3366 kg 0.40
• _ misty C;tfrl,_r fL,_:1=<:'(:nrrl,nr f'_ _nc C, np;_c'ity
"" ( )nly lhn ,q It l_nqlh IJnDl_"ggiJr,Zoc_ career wag cong_de_fed in lhig s.hJ,:Jy
• The total carrier mass requirement for ally station operating year is calculated by determining
the logistics mass for each category and multiplying by the respective carrier mass fraction
• The number of carriers required in a particular year is calculated by dividing the total carrier
mass requirement by the corresponding carrier mass
t Mass properties and capabilities for the logistics carriers are based on data presented by Boeing Corp. at the Critical Evaluation
Task Forc,(CETF) meeting at Lat_C on 8/30,8F) The pressuriTed module data rl_presentsthe basellnecarrler.
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Annual Crew & Station Support Logistics at Phase 1 *
_[_I._F._T RET_URN
Crew Support 7,581 Kg 5,370 Kg
• Food 5,885 Kg
• Personnel Support 1,045 Kg 521 kg
(hygiene, clothing, etc)
• Station Support 651 Kg 4,849 Kg
(housekeeping, waste management,
trash)
Station Support
• Spares, Documentation, etc
• ECLSS Fluids
• Station N2H4
• EVA Support
13,606 Kg 11,242 Kg
6,884 Kg 6,884 Kg
1,445 Kg 1,354 Kg
2,273 Kg
3,004 Kg 3,004 Kg
Totals 21,187 Kg 16,612 Kg
I
• Based on Level B SSCN #BM010026A
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Additional Annual Crew & Station Support Logistics During Growth
).
LIFT RETURN
Additional Crew 948 Kg/Crewman 671Kg/Crewman
Additional Power (Solar Dynamic) 1,000 Kg/50 KW 1,000 Kg/50 KW
Additional Pressurized Volume
• Hab/Lab Module
• Node
• Large Pocket Lab
• Small Pocket Lab
2,868 Kg 2,473 Kg
547 Kg 472 Kg
1,238 Kg 1,068 Kg
613 Kg 528 Kg
• Based on proportionate increases of Phase 1 requirements with crew size, power and mass lor crew, power and
volume increases respectively
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House ke_eeping Power Budqet
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Station Element Housekeeping Power Requirement"
Phase 1 Configuration 35 KW
Per Additional Habitation Module
Per Addilional Laboratory Module
Per Additional Large Pocket Lab
Per Additional Small Pocket Lab
Per Additional Resource Node
Per Additional Truss Bay
7.0 KW
6.7 KW
2.2 KW
1.1 KW
0.63 KW
0.153 KW
• PowprrpqlmPm_nlsf_r haq,',l,nnd _latir_n plPm,=,nl£ are based on the PDFl[h Section 6, RevB, January 1988,]able.5-2
|"o(;kr,l hh powr'r _Pquirr_mr, r_t< .q,p _'_topc,,l,_n,ltP. to hho_tory module requirements ba_ed on relative size
Trims hqy rnquiremrmf< inciu('JP O'/_.rh,_q(_ f_t lirlP IOS'q and attached payload suppor! eq_Jipment
() ,;'
e
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• ]he OMV is assumed to be NSTS based until the payload servicing lacility is accommodated
•. OMV up and down mass is charged to the transportation model
• . The OMV is temporarily berthed at the station until propellant is spent, then returned to
Earth
• OMV propellant is budgeted lor tree tlyer mission support and ELV payload retrieval
• . Propellant requirements are estimated on a per mission basis as a function of OMV payload
mass and delta height requirements plus a 10% dispersion allowance
•. Insitu servicing capability is not assumed. All servicing is at the station and requires a free
flyer retrieval flight and, after servicing, a free llyer deployment flight
• . ELV payload retrieval assumes payload delivered to an orbit in plane 10 n.m. below the
station
.. OMV mass for propellant budgeting assumes 3/4 propellant load.
• . OMV mass (vehicle fully fueled) = 8,115 kg*; OMV lull prop load = 3,990 kg"
•. OMV specific impulse = 290 seconds*
• "£pace .c,tal,on'OMV D_,sign R,_t_'ronc _" Mi_ion Annlysi_". MI)AC ES IM No 1 2 1M.FM88034 02. 15 October 1987
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GROWTH SCENARIO RESULTS - FINAL STATION RESOURCE LEVELS
Station resource levels at completion of growth are a function of transportation model and resource requirements of the
mission emphasis. Resource levels are initially increased as the transportation model allows to relieve the resource deficits created
by accommodation of the Phase 1 mission set. After initial deficits are relieved, resource levels grow as required to support new
mission accommodations.
Lift allocation for resource growth is limited since available lift is required for support of ongoing missions, crew and station
logistics, and logistics carriers. Resource levels are increased if available resources are lower than user requirements and the
transportation model can support delivery of growth components in addition to the ongoing lift requirements. The 5 enhanced NSTS
flights per year transportation model allows an increase of crew in only one growth scenario. This was possible since the Phase 1
mission requirements are lower for this particular emphasis and allow the support of an additional module, crew, and associated
logistics.
Required resource levels vary with the mission emphasis. Microgravity Research & Materials Production missions have the
highest power and crew requirements of the major emphases. Pocket lab requirements are high for this emphasis since these are
required to house several of the production facilities. Microgravily Research missions (with minimal materials production)has a
substantially lower power requirement. The Life Sciences emphasis lends to require more lab volume than the other emphases. This
is due to requirements of dedicated lab modules for several life science facilities. The Observational Science emphasis has the most
moderate requirements of the emphases. Due to moderate lift, crew, and power requirements of missions in this category, a greater
percent of missions in olher categories can be accommodated within existing station resource limits.
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Emphasis
Microgravity Research
Microgravity Research
& Materials Production
Life Sciences
Observational Science
TransportationMode!
Aggressive
5 NSTS/yr only
Moderate
Aggressive
5 NSTS/yr only
Moderate
Aggressive
5 NSTS/yr only
Moderate
Aggressive
Power Crew Hab Modules Lab Modules Pocket Labs
225 24 3
125 14 2
225 24 3
325 24 3
125 8 1
225 22 3
275 24 3
125 8 1
175 22 3
175 24 3
5
3
5
5
3
6
6
3
4
4
1
2
3
2
2
2
1
2
2
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•Objective
Accommodate facilities devoted to microgravity research in their desired time frame, while
maintaining support to other station activities close to the Phasellevel. While one goal of
microgravity research is to lead to commercial production of materials in space, this scenario
emphasizes only limited production unit accommodation under the assumption that most production
units requiring very low gravity levels will be branched to co-orbiting facilities or platforms
• Emphasized Growth Missions
US Materials Laboratory (COMM1201)
Microgravity & Materials Processing
Laboratory (COMM1204)
Biological Production Units
(COMM1206)
A subset of this lab is present at Phase 1; complete
outfitting is a primary priority
A second major laboratory which will extend the
capabilities of the first materials lab
A full scale biological processing facility for commercial
production of pharmaceuticals
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Summary of Mission Accommodation
• General
•. Mission accommodation included 2 dedicated materials research labs, 1 materials production
facility and primary missions in other mission categories. Mission accommodation in
non-emphasized categories was poor due to high resource requirements of the microgravityresearch missions
•. Growth activities for the first 2 years were devoted to correcting resource deficiencies at Phase
1, providing lab volume to support complete outfitting of materials lab #1 and accommodating
the OMV and payload service facility
• . Growth to the dual keel configuration was accomplished in station operating year 2. This
resulted in growth to 10 attach points available for Technology Development and
Observational Science missions
• Microgravity Research
•. All missions in this category were accommodated. This does not include the materials
production facilities which are part of the Microgravity Research and Materials Production
emphasis scenarios (Electroepitaxial Crystal Growth Production Units 1 and 2, EOS
Production Units, Crystal Production Units, and Containerless Process Production Units)
•. Complete outfitting of materials lab #1 was accomplished in year 2; materials lab #2 was
accommodated and completely outfitted in year 3
•. The Micro-g Variable-g Free Flyer was accommodated on time (i.e., accommodated during thedesired start year) in year 7
• Industrial Services
• . The growth missions accommodated within this category include the Industrial Space Facility
free flyer and attached missions. These were accommodated in years 4 and 5, respectively
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Summary of Mission Accommodation (cont)
• Life Sciences
•. Full outfitting of the life sciences lab was completed in year 8
•o The sample quarantine mission added in year 7 allowed the accommodation of the sample
return missions on time
• Observational Sciences
•. Addition of the payload servicing facility in year 2 allowed the on time servicing of the Nubble
Space Telescope
•. Both observational co-orbiting platforms were accommodated in early station operations.
SIRTF was serviced 1 year late in year 3 and AXAF was serviced on time in year 5
• . Numerous attached and free flyer missions were not accommodated since resource allocation
was directed to the Microgravity Research missions
• Technology Development
• . Few growth missions in this category were accommodated due to high lift and crew
requirements of the Microgravity Research emphasis. Missions which were accommodated
are primarily low resource, short duration missions
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The final station configuration Including module, pocket lab, solar dynamic collector, and truss additions is shown for the
Microgravity Research emphasis, aggressive transportation support scenario. The module pattern given Is conceptual only and is
meant to Illustrate volumetric size of the station in terms of number ol modules and pocket labs and their associated facilities.
Configuration analysis to determine an optimal module pattern would Involve numerous operational Issues which were not
addressed In this study.
This configuration shows the addition of 2 hab modules, 2 lab modules, and 2 pocket labs to the Phase 1 station. Also
added are truss bays for the evolution of the dual keel and for support of additional solar dynamic collectors. Not shown but also
included is the addition of the payload servicing facility and the station-based OMV. Facilities In support of the Microgravity
Research emphasis Include 2 dedicated microgravity research lab modules and a materials production pocket lab.
Station growth components added per year and the resulting available resources for this scenario are given in the following
table.
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Allocation of lilt, crew, and power is shown for station operations after complelion of growth. The pie charts are representative of
mature station operations for this scenario and are based on an average of annual requirements during this period.
The lift allocation pie shows a large percent of Iolal lift required for Microgravily Research and Industrial Services missions.
Facilities which are reflected under Microgravity Research include 2 dedicated materials research laboratories (COMM1201 and
COMM1204), biological production units facility (COMM1206), and a microgravily/variable gravity free flyer (SAAX402). The majority of
the Industrial Services lift is required for supporl of the atlached and free flyer Induslrial Space Facilities. These facilities provide
laboratory volume for a variety of uses including microgravily research. Logistics carrier lift requirements rellecl equivalent lift to
support 15 pressurized log module, 18 unpressurized carrier, 3 fluids carrier, and 7 propellant carrier flights per year. Lift allocalion for
crew & slalion support represents Iogislics resupply for 8 slalion modules and 24 crew persons.
User crew requiremenls are highest for International and Microgravity Research missions. International crew requirements are
primarily In support of mierogravity research and life science research facilities. Housekeeping crew requirements are assumed to be25% of Ihe total station crew.
Power requirements among users are greatest for the Microgravily Research and International missions. International missions
which have the highest power requirements are the European materials research lab and materials processing development facility
(MAT110 and MAT120). The percent of total power required for housekeeping is high due to a moderate total power capability (225 kW)
providing housekeeping support for a relatively high number of hab and lab modules (3 habs, 5 lab modules).
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Resource Allocation
Logistics Carriers
Crew & Station
Support
Lift
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International
Life Sci
Obs Sci
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CONTINUED
The timeline of major mission accommodation and growth element addition for the Microgravily Research emphasis, aggressive
transportaton support scenario is given below. This timeline shows the correlation of resource growth (i.e., additions of power, crew,
lab volume) with the accommodation of growth missions and the evolution of stalion facilities.
Facilities in support of the Microgravity Research emphasis include materials lab #1, materials lab #2, the biological production
units facility, and the variable-g micro-g free Ilyer. Evolution of core stalion facilities in support of this emphasis is complete in station
operating year 3. The 100% outfitting of materials lab #1 requires the additional lab volume shown by the accommodation of the 4th lab
module in year 2. Also required for complete outfitting and utilization of materials lab #1 is additional power (50 kW power with the
addition of 2 ._olar dynamic collectors) and crew (accommodation of hab module #2 and 8 crew persons). Materials lab #2 is fully
outfitted in station operating year 3. This requires an additional dedicated lab module, crew, and power for support. Crew growth
above 16 crew persons requires the accommodation of hab module #3. The biological production units facility requires a large pocket
lab for housing. This facilitiy and the accommodation of a European materials research facility create the requirement for power
growth to 225 kW.
Additional growth components are the dual keel and booms required for support of Observational Science and Technology
Development missions, and the OMV and payload servicing facility required for servicing of the variable-g micro-g free flyer and
Observational Science free flyers. The small pocket lab houses the sample quarantine facility.
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Summary of Major Mission and Station Element Growth
Major
Missions
Growth
Elements
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• Objective
Accommodate major microgravity research laboratories and materials processing production units in
their desired time frame, while maintaining support to other station activities close to the Phase l
level
• Emphasized Growth Missions
US Materials Laboratory (COMM1201) A subset of this lab is present at Phase 1; complete
outfitting is a primary priority
Microgravity & Materials Processing
Laboratory (COMM1204)
A second major laboratory which will extend the
capabilities of the first materials lab
Electroepitaxial Crystal Growth
Production Units (#1 and #2)
Two production units used to grow large gallium
arsenide crystals in bulk quantities for the commercial
market
Biological Production Units
(COMM1206)
A full scale biological processing facility for commercial
production of pharmaceuticals
Crystal Production Units Commercial production of high purity, low defect density
semiconductor materials
Containerless Process Production
Units (COMM1213)
Commercial production of high quality optical fibers
Electrophoresis Operations in Space
(EOS) Production Units (COMM1202)
Production facility mission used to represent a generic
lift and power intensive process requiring a separate
large pocket lab
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Summary of Mission Accommodation
• General
•. Accommodation of growth missions in all mission categories was very poor due to the heavy
lift reqtdrements needed by the Phase 1 missions and crew & station logistics
•. Growth activities for the first 3 years were devoted to correcting resource deficiencies at Phase
1 and accommodating the OMV and payload service facility
•. Lift capabilily was insufficient to accommodate an additional lab module and associated
logistics. This resulted in inadequate rack volume for complete accommodation of materials
lab #1 and the life sciences lab
• Microgravity Research & Materials Production
• . The only growth mission accommodated in this category is an external attached production
facility. This was accommodated in year 11
• . Complete outfitting of materials lab #1, accommodation of several production facilities and
accommodation of materials lab #2 was not possible due to inadequate lift
• Industrial Services
•. The missions in this category have significant lift requirements in general. For this reason
none were accommodated in lhis scenario
• International
•. The only growth mission accommodated in this category was a materials production free flyer
which was accommodated in year 12
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Summary of Mission Accommodation (cont)
• Life Sciences
•. Inadequate lift did not allow full outfitting of the life sciences lab
•. The sample quarantine mission added in year 7 allows the accommodation of the sample
return missions on time
• Observational Sciences
• . Addition of the payload servicing facility in year 3 allows the on time servicing of the Hubble
Space Telescope
• . lift requirements of the microgravity and materials processing emphasis did not allow the
evolution of the dual keel; no additional external attached missions were accommodated
• Technology Development
• . No growth missions in this category were accommodated due to high lift requirements of the
Microgravity Research and Materials Production emphasis and lack of available attach points
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The final station conliguralion including module, pockel lab, solar dynamic collector, and truss additions is shown for the
Microgravtty Research and Materials Production emphasis, 5 NSTS/year transportation support scenario. The module pattern given
is conceptual only and is meant to Illustrate volumetric size of the station in terms of number of modules and pocket labs and their
associated facilities. Configuration analysis to determine an optimal module pattern would Involve numerous operational Issues
which were not addressed in this study.
Major growth components for this scenario include an additional hab module, 1 pocket lab, a pair of solar dynamic collectors,
and truss to support the solar dynamic collectors. Also included but not shown is the addition of the payload servicing facility and
the OMV. Lift for this 5 NSTS flights/year transportation scenario was Inadequate for evolution of the dual keel or the
accommodaUon of additional lab modules. The Microgravity Research and Materials Production emphasis Is the only emphasis for
the 5 NSTS _ghts/year transportation support scenarios in which an additional module was able to be accommodated. This Is due
to lower Phase 1 mission lift requirements than the other emphases. The resulting additional available lift is adequate to support
delivery and logistics resupply of a single hab module.
Growth components added per year and resulting available resources are given in the following table.
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represenlalive only
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Allocation of lift, crew, and power is shown for station operations after completion of growth. The pie charts are representative
of malure station operations for this scenario and are based on an average of annual requirements during this period.
The lift allocation pie char1 shows a majority ot total lift is required for crew & station support logistics and logistics carriers.
This distribution results Irom the minimal lilt available with the 5 NSTS flights per year transportation model. The logistics carrier
allocation reflects lift required for 6 pressurized log module, 4 unpressurized carrier, 2 fluids carrier, and 2 propellant carrier flights per
year. The crew & station support logistics allocation represents lift to support 5 modules and 14 crew persons. Lift allocated in
support of Microgravity Research and Materials Production is required for 50% accommodation of materials lab #1 (COMM1201) and
accommodation of the containerless production units facility (COMM1213).
User crew requirements are highest for the International, Microgravity Research & Materials Production, and Life Sciences
missions. The International missions include the International missions of the Phase 1 mission set and a Canadian materials
production free flyer (COMM4000). Crew for the microgravity research and materials production missions and life science missions
represent requirements for the two major labs of the Phase 1 station.
Primary power requiremenls are from station housekeeping, Inlernalional missions, and Microgravity Research & Materials
Production missions. Station housekeeping power is approximately 44 kW in support of 2 hab modules, 3 lab modules, and a small
pocket lab. The International mission set includes several major power users including materials research and life science
laboratories.
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The timeline of major mission accommodation and growth element addition for the Microgravily Research & Materials
Production emphasis, 5 NSTS flights year tran._porlalon support scenario is given below. This limeline shows lhe correlation of
resource growth (i.e., additions of power, crew, lab volume) with the accommodation of growth missions and the evolution of station
facilities.
Station evolution and facilities accommodation is minimal for lhe 5 NSTS flights/year transportation support scenario. The only
growth mission accommodated in support of this emphasis is the containerless production units facility in station operaling year 11.
This facility is an external, attached faciltiy which does not require the addition of a pocket lab. Complete outlitting of materials lab #1
was not possible since additional rack volume is required and a new lab module could not be accommodated.
Growth items in this scenario include 2 solar dynamic collectors (50 kW power increment), hab module #2 and 6 crew persons,
a small pocket lab, and the OMV and payload servicing facility. The additional power and first Increase in crew is required to relieve
resource deficits of the Phase 1 mission set. The OMV and payload servicing facility are accommodated to service the Great
Observatories. The small pocket lab is required to house the sample quarantine facility. Although the sample quarantine facility is
not required for support of the Microgravity Research & Materials Production missions, this facility is accommodated under the
assumption that it is a requirement for support of the Mars Sample Return and Comet Nucleus Sample Return missions. These
missions are high priority and resources to support them are assumed to be budgeted from ongoing station activities.
The Microgravity Research & Materials Production emphasis is the only emphasis of lhe 5 NSTS flights per year scenarios in
which an additional hab module is able to be accommodated. This is due to lower lift requirements of this Phase 1 mission set than
in other scenarios. The resulting "additional" lift in this scenario is adequate for delivery and logistics resupply of hab module #2.
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Summary of Major Mission and Station Element Growth
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Summary of Mission Accommodation
• General
• . Growth for the first 2 years was devoted to correcting crew and power deficiencies at Phase 1
•. Lift for the first 3 years was insufficient to allow accommodation of any growth missions
• . The accommodation of only a few of the materials production units prevented significant
accommodation of non-micro-g missions
• Microgravity Research & Materials Production
• . Complete outfitting of the first Microgravity and Materials Processing Facility was not possible
before the fourth station operating year
•. The second general Materials Laboratory was accommodated over the course of four years
and was delayed by three years due to slow growth during the first three years
• . Only two of six materials production units were accommodated due to insufficient lift. These
two facilities, Crystal Production Units and Containerless Process Production Units have the
lowest resource requirements of the production units in the EMM and were begun 4 and 6
years late, respectively
• Industrial Services
•. The missions in this category have significant lift requirements in general.
none were accommodated in this scenario
For this reason
• International
•. Several of the lower resource using international growth missions were accommodated on time
• . Although most of the on-time missions were the Phase 1 missions, only 15% of the
international missions in the EMM were not started at all, and delays for slipped missions
average only 5 years
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Summary of Mission Accommodation (cont)
• Life Sciences
•o The sample return missions were accommodated on time because these missions were given
high priority
•. The only other Life Sciences growth mission was the complete outfitting of the general life
sciences lab. This occurred in the fourth operating year of the Space Station
• Observational Sciences
•. Servicing of the Great Observatories (Space Telescope and AXAF) was not possible prior to
Station Operating year 5
•. Several other smaller observational science missions were accommodated very late including
the Tropical Rainfall Mapper and Earth Radiation Hitchhiker (both in year 14)
• Technology Development
•. Less than half of the Technology Development missions were accommodated due to lift and
user crew limitations. These missions were considered lower priority missions within this
emphasis and typically were accommodated after completion of station growth
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The final station configuration including module, pocket lab, solar dynamic collector, and truss additions Is shown for the
Microgravity Research & Materials Production emphasis, moderate transportation support scenario. The module pattern given Is
conceptual only and Is meant to illustrate volumetric size of the station In terms of number of modules and pocket labs and their
associated lacilities. Configuration analysis to determine an optimal module pattern would Involve numerous operational Issues
which were not addressed in this study.
This final configuration Includes the addition of 2 hab modules, 2 lab modules, 2 pocket labs, 3 pair of solar dynamic
collectors, and the dual keel to the initial Phase 1 station. Not shown but also Included are the payload servicing facility and the
OMV. Facilities in support of the Microgravity Research & Materials Production emphasis Include 2 dedicated materials research
lab modules and a crystal production unit pocket lab.
Station growth components added per year and the resulting resource additions are shown In the lollowing table.
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Final Station Confiauration
Note: Module patlern shown is
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Allocation of lift, crew, and power is shown for station operations alter completion of growth. The pie charts are representative
of mature station operations for this scenario and are based on an average of annual requirements during this period.
The lift allocation pie shows the majority of lilt is required for crew and station support logistics and logistics carriers.
Allocation for crew and station logistics represents support of 7 modules, 2 pocket labs, and 24 crew persons. The logistics carrier
allocation includes lift required for 9 pressurized log module, 7 unpressurized carrier, 3 fluids carrier, and 5 propellant carrier flight,_
per year. Primary user lift requirements are from International missions, Microgravity Research & Materials Production missions, and
Life Sciences missions. The International missions include the International missions of the Phase 1 mission set and a second
European materials research laboratory. Major facilities under Microgravity Research & Materials Production include materials lab #1
(COMMf 201), materials lab #2 (COMM1204), crystal production units facility (COMM1208), and the containerless process production
units facility (COMM1213). Major Lile Sciences facilities include the fully outfitted life science lab (SAAX307).
Station crew is allocated primarily to station housekeeping, Internation missions, and Microgravity Research & Materials
Production missions. Station housekeeping is assumed to require 25% of total station crew. Crew allocation for International
missions is relatively high with respect to rack volume and lilt allocation. This is probably due to poor requirements definition of
many of these missions.
Major power requirements are from station housekeeping, International missions, and Microgravity Research & Materials
Production missions. The large percent of power allocated for Microgravity Research & Materials Production is expected since these
production facilities are typically large power users.
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The timeline of major mission accommodation and growth element addition for the Microgravity Research & Materials
Production emphasis, moderate transportaton support scenario is given below. This timeline shows the correlation of resource
growth (i.e., additions of power, crew, lab volume) with the accommodation of growth missions and the evolution of station facilities.
Facilities in support of the Microgravity Research & Materials Production emphasis include materials lab #1, materials lab #2,
the crystal production units facility, and the containerless process production units facility. Evolution of these facilities is complete in
station operating year 10. Materials lab #1 is completely outlitted in station operating year 4. This requires additional rack volume
(ie., accommodation of lab module #4), power, and crew. Also in year 4 the 100% outfitting and utilizalion of lhe life sciences lab as
well as the accommodation of several smaller missions require the addition of hab modules 2 and 3. Materials lab #2 is partially
accommodated in station operating year 6. This requires addition of a dedicated lab module (lab module #5) and an Increase in
available power. Accommodation of the crystal production units facility and the containerless process production units facility create
the requirement for power growth to 225 kW. The crystal production units facility is housed in a small pocket lab. The contalnerles$
process production units facility is an external, attached facility which does not require a pocket lab.
Additional growth items in this scenario include a small pocket lab accommodated in station operating year 7 to house the
sample quarantine facility, the OMV and payload servicing facility accommodated in year 3, and the dual keel and booms added in
year 5.
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Summary of Major Mission and Station Element Growth
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Summary of Mission Accommodation
• General
• . Mission accommodation included 2 dedicated materials research labs, 4 additional materials
production facilities, and primary missions in other mission categories. Mission
accommodation in non-emphasized categories was poor due to high lift requirements of the
microgravity research and materials production missions
.. Growth activities for the first 2 years were devoted to correcting resource deficiencies at Phase
1, providing lab volume to support complete outfitting of materials lab #1 and accommodating
the OMV and payload service facility
• . Growth to the dual keel configuration was accomplished in station operating year 4. This
resulted in growth to 10 attach points available for Technology Development and
Observational Science missions
• Microgravity Research & Materials Production
•. All missions in this category were accommodated except EOS Production Units and ECG
Production Units #2. Two pocket labs are accommodated to support the Biological
Production Units (year 3) and Crystal Production Units (year 4) missions
•. Complete outfitting of materials lab #1 is accomplished in year 2; materials lab #2 is
accommodated in year 3 with outfitting completed in year 5
•. Additional missions accommodated include Electroepitaxial Crystal Production Units in year 2
and the Micro-g Variable-g Free Flyer in year 7 (both accommodated on time)
• Industrial Services
•. The only growth mission accommodated within this category is the Industrial Space Facility
accommodated 5 years late in year 6; additional accommodation was not possible due to lift
and crew limitations
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Summary of Mission Accommodation (cont)
• Life Sciences
•. Complete outfitting of the life sciences lab is accomplished in year 8
•. The sample return missions and sample quarantine facility are accommodated on time; this
provides complete accommodation of the Life Sciences missions in this scenario
• Observational Sciences
•. Primary missions accommodated include Hubble Space Telescope servicing on time in year 3,
SIRTF 1 year late in year 3, and AXAF on time in year 5
•. Only other growth missions accommodated are Tropical Rainfall Mapping facility 4 years late
in year 5 and Hitchhiker 4 - Earth Radiation facility 3 years late in year 4; high lift requirements
of the emphasized missions prevented additional accommodation of Observational Science
missions
• Technology Development
•. Accommodation of growth missions in this category is poor due to lack of available resources
which were allocated to the major emphasis. Accommodated missions include power
generation technology development missions, space structures technology missions, and
propulsion technology missions
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The final station conliguration including module, pocket lab, solar dynamic collector, and truss additions is shown Ior the
Microgravity Research and Materials Production emphasis, aggressive transportation support scenario. The module pattern given
Is conceptual only and Is meant to illustrate volumetric size of the station in terms of number of modules and pocket labs and their
associated lacllities. ConflguraUon analysis to determine an optimal module pattern would Involve numerous operational Issues
which were not addressed in this study.
Major components added to the Phase 1 configuration include 2 hab modules, 3 lab modules, 3 pocket labs, 5 pairs of solar
dynamic collectors and required truss additions, and the dual keel. Not shown but also Included are the payload servicing facility
and the OMV. Facilities in support of the Microgravity Research & Materials Production emphasis Include 2 dedicated materials
research lab modules and 3 materials production pocket labs.
Component additions per year and resulting Increases in station resources are given in the following table.
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The timeline of major mission accommodation and growth element addition for the Microgravity Research & Materials
Production emphasis, aggressive transportaton support scenario is given below. This timeline shows the correlation of resource
growth (i.e, additions of power, crew, lab volume) with the accommodation of growth missions and the evolution of station facilities,
Facililies in support of the Microgravily Research & Materials Production emphasis include materials lab #1, materials lab #2, the
ECG crystal production unit._ #1 facility, the biological production units facility, the crystal production units facility, and the
conlainerless process production units facility. Complete oullitling and utilization of materials lab #1 requires lhe addition of rack
volume (i.e., the addition of lab module #4), crew (i.e., the addition of hab module #2), and power. Complete accommodation of
materials lab #2 requires the addition of a dedicated lab module (lab module #5). The biological production units facility and the
crystal production units facility require a large pocket lab and a small pocket lab for housing, respeclively. The conlainerless process
production units facility is an external, attached facility and the ECG production units #1 faciltiy is housed in materials lab #1.
Accommodation of these research and production facilities and full accommodation of the life sciences lab create a total station power
requirement of 325 kW.
Additional growth items in this scenario include a small pocket lab required to house the sample quarantine facility, the OM_/
and payload servicing facility accommodated in year 2 for servicing of automated materials production and Observational Science free
flyers, and the dual keel and booms for support of Observational Science and Technology Development missions.
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• Objective
Accommodate life science laboratories devoted both to the understanding of the effects of
microgravity on the human body in order to improve safety and productivity in space; experiments
oriented toward preparation for further human exploration of the solar system such as the
establishment of a lunar base, or a manned expedition to Mars.
• Emphasized Growth Missions
Life Sciences Lab
(SAAX307 and 307A)
A subset of this lab is present at Phase 1; complete
outfitting is a primary priority
Plant & Animal Vivarium and
Lab (SAAX302)
Animal research performed in the life sciences lab will be
expanded and extended to include plant research through the
accommodation of this mission
Human Life Science Lab
(SAAX303)
At the time the vivarium comes on line, the general life
sciences lab will become dedicated to human life science
Closed Ecology Life Support
Systems (SAAX304, 305, & 306)
CELSS research will initially share a module with other
research disciplines, but will eventually evolve into a
dedicated module and a pallet for algae and yeast growth
4 Meter Variable-G Centrifuge
(SAAX311)
This centrifuge will enhance the capability of the 1.8M
centrifuge in the general life sciences lab
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Summary of Mission Accommodation
• General
• . Accommodation of growth missions in all mission categories was very poor due to the heavy
lift requirements needed by the Phase 1 missions and crew & station logistics
• , Growth activities for the first 2 years were devoted to correcting resource deficiencies at Phase
1 and accommodating a large pocket lab to support the 4 meter centrifuge
• . Lift capability was insufficient to accommodate an additional lab module and associated
logistics. This resulted in inadequate rack volume for complete accommodation of materials
lab#1
• . The OMV remained NSTS based and the payload service facility was not accommodated in
order to allocate maximum lift to life science mission support; free flyer servicing
requirements are minimal for the life science emphasis
• Microgravity Research & Materials Production
•. Complete outfitting of materials lab #1 was not possible due to insufficient rack volume and
inadequate lift for delivery and logistics support of an additional lab module
•- No growth missions in this category were accommodated
• Industrial Services
• . The missions in this category have significant lift requirements in general.
none were accommodated in this scenario
For this reason
• International
.. The only growth mission accommodated in this category was a radiation biology free flyer
which was accommodated in year 14
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• Life Sciences
•. ]he 4 meter centrifuge was accommodated in a large pocket lab in year 5
•• [he sample quarantine mission was accommodated in year 7 for the on time accommodation of
the sample return missions
o, Inadequate lift was available to allow the evolution of the life sciences facilities including the
accommodation of the plant and animal lab & vivarium and the development of the CELSS
facilities
• Observational Sciences
•• Hubble Space Telescope is serviced on time but without the availability of the payload
servicing facility. Minimal lift did not allow evolution of a station based OMV and the payload
servicing facility
•, Mission accommodation for this category was poor; only additional missions accommodated
were growth components of the Solar Terrestrial Observatory accommodated in year 17
• Technology Development
• , Mission accommodation for this category was poor due to inadequate lift resources. Only
growth mission accommodated was the antenna test range in year 17
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The final station configuration including pocket lab, solar dynamic collector, and truss additions is shown for the Life
Sciences emphasis, 5 NSTS flights per year transportation scenario. The locations of the pocket labs as shown is conceptual only
and is meant to illustrate volumetric size of the station in terms of number of modules and pocket labs and their associated
facilities. Configuration analysis to determine an optimal pocket lab arrangement would involve operational Issues which were not
addressed In this study.
The final configuration of this scenario shows growth in power and pocket lab volume. Phase 1 power was Increased by 50
kW with the addition of 2 solar dynamic collectors to relieve the power deficit of the Phase 1 mission set. Two pocket labs were
added which expand the Life Sciences research facilities by accommodating the quarantine facility and the 4 meter centrifuge.
Additional growth to support evolution of the Life Sciences lactlitles was not possible due to Inadequate lilt of the 5 NSTS flights
per year transportation model. In this scenario the payload servicing facility Is not accommodated, the dual keel Is not evolved,
and fhe OMV remains NSTS -based.
Component growth per year and resulting Increases In station resources are shown In the Iollowing table.
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representative only
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AIIocalion of lilt, crew. and power is shown for station operations alter completion of growth. The pie charts are representative
of mature station operations Ior this scenario and are based on an average of annual requirements during this period.
The lift allocation pie chart show_ a majority of total lift is required for crew & station support logistics and logistics carrier.,:;.
This distribution results from the minimal lift available with the 5 NSTS flights per year transportation model_ The logistics carrier
allocation reflects lift required for 5 pressurized log module, 4 unpressurized carrier, 2 fluids carrier, and 2 propellant carrier flights per
year. The crew & station support logistics allocation represents lill to support 4 modules, 1 pocket lab, and 8 crew persons. Lift
allocated in support of Life Sciences is required for 100% accommodation of the life sciences lab (SAAX307) and accommodation of
the 4 meter variable-g centrifuge.
User crew requirements are highest for the International, Life Sciences, and Microgravity Research & Materials Production
missions. The International missions include the International missions of the Phase 1 mission set and a European biological science
co-orbiling platform. The total crew allocation for the International missions appears high relative to the lift and rack volume
allocation. This is probably due to poor definition of actual crew requirements to support inlernalional facilities.
Primary power requirements are from station housekeeping, International missions, and Life Sciences missions. Station
housekeeping power is approximately 38 kW in support of 1 hab module, 3 lab modules, and a small pocket lab. The International
mission set includes several major power users including life sciences and malerials research laboralories.
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The timeline of major mission accommodation and growth element addition for the Life Sciences emphasis, 5 NSTS flights per
year transportation support scenario is given below. This iimeline shows lhe correlation of resource growth (i.e., additions of power,
crew, lab volume) with the accommodation of growth missions and the evolution of station facilities.
Major facilities in support of the Life Sciences emphasis include the life science lab, gas grain simulator facility, 4 meter
variable-g centrifuge, and the sample quarantine facility. The minimal transportation support in this scenario does not allow the
evolution of the life sciences facilities into multiple lab modules. Growth of the Life Sciences facilities from the Phase 1 configuration
includes the addition in station operating year 1 of a large pocket lab to house the 4 meter centrifuge. Outfitting of this facility is
completed in year 5. A small pocket lab is added in year 7 to house the sample quarantine facility. This facility is required for
support of the Mars sample return and comet nucleus sample return missions. These missions are assumed to be high priority and
resources required for their support is budgeted from ongoing station activities since available lift and crew resources are minimal
with this transportation scenario.
Power is added in station operating year 2 to relieve the power deficit of the Phase 1 mission set. User crew is also a deficit
with the Phase 1 mission set but could not be relieved since an additional hab module and associated logistics can not be
accommodated with the 5 NSTS flights per year transportation model. Although user crew is a deficit for the entire scenario, severai
growth missions were accommodated. These missions include the 4 meter variable-g centrifuge and the sample quarantine facihly.
The rationale for accommodating additional missions_facilities when the crew resource is a deficit is that these additions are
considered enhancements to the life science lab and do not require continuous support from user crew to be uselul. The life science
lab is a better equipped laboratory with these additions which allow the available crew to perform a wider variety of experiments.
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• General
•. Growth for the first 3 years was devoted to correct crew and power deficiencies at Phase 1
• . Lift for the first 3 years was insufficient to allow accommodation of any growth missions
•. The accommodation of several laboratory modules required by Life Sciences resulted in
resource shortages and therefore poor accommodation of non-life science missions
• Life Sciences
•. All of the Life Sciences missions were accommodated, although allocation of lift to growth and
the low ELV support level in the first few years resulted in slipping all of the growth missions
•• The average slip for beginning major Life Sciences missions was 2 years
• Industrial Services
•. The missions in this category have significant lift requirements in general. For this reason
none were accommodated in this scenario
• International
•. Very few of the growth missions were accommodated
•. None of the International growth missions were accommodated on time; missions which were
accommodated were primarily smaller Japanese technology development missions
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• Microgravity Research & Materials Production Missions
•. The only growth mission accommodated in this category was the complete outfitting of the
Microgravity and Materials Processing Facility #1. This was accomplished in station
operating year 10
• Observational Sciences
•. Although none of the growth missions in this category were started on time, most were
accommodated with an average delay of 5 years
•° Servicing of the Great Observatories (Space Telescope and AXAF) was not possible prior to
Station Operating year 5
•° Neither the tethered satellite portion of the Solar Terrestrial Observatory nor the servicing of
the Explorer spacecraft were accommodated
• Technology Development
•. Very few of the Technology Development missions were accommodated. None of the growth
missions were accommodated on time, and those which were accommodated late were in
general very short duration, low resource using experiments
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The final station configuration including module, pocket lab, solar dynamic collector, and truss additions is shown for the
Life Sciences emphasis, moderate transportation support scenario. The module pattern given is conceptual only and is meant to
Illustrate volumetric size of the station in terms of number of modules and pocket labs and their associated facilities.
Configuration analysis to determine an optimal module pattern would Involve numerous operational Issues which were not
addressed in this study.
Major growth items added to the Phase 1 configuralion include 2 hab modules, 4 lab modules, 2 pocket labs, 3 pairs of solar
dynamic collectors, and truss additions for the dual keel and transverse boom. Three lab modules and 2 pocket labs are dedicated
Life Sciences facilities. Not shown but also included are the payload servicing facility and the OMV.
Growth Items added per year and the resulting increases In station resources are given In the following table.
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Note: Module paltern shown is
representative only
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Allocation ofhft, crew, and power is shown for station operations after completion ot growth. The pie charts are representative
of mature station operations for this scenario and are based on an average of annual requirements during this period.
The lift allocation pie shows a large percent of tolal lilt required for crew & slalion support logistics and Iogislics carriers. Lift
represented under crew & station support is required for support of 9 modules, 2 pocket labs, and 22 crew persons. Logistics carrier
lift reflects 9 pressurized module, 9 unpressurized carrier, 3 fluids carrier, and 5 propellant carrier flights per year. Life Sciences lift
allocation represents requirements for 100% accommodation of the life science facilities. These facilities include the human life
science lab, plant and animal vivarium & lab, 4 meter variable-g centrifuge, dedicated CELSS module, gas grain simulator facility, and
sample quarantine facility. A major portion of user lift is allocated to Observational Science missions. Missions in this category
include servicing of the Great Observatories (Hubble Space Telescope, SIRTF, and AXAF), Space Station Spartan, Hitchhiker 1,
Hitchhiker 4 - Earth Radiation, growlh components of the Solar Terrestrial Observatory, and the Tropical Rainfall Mapping Mission.
User crew requirements are highest for International, Microgravity Research & Material Production, and Life Sciences missions.
Crew level for life sciences represents 100% desired crew support for these facilities. Crew represented under Microgravity Resea,ch
& Materials Production is for full accommodation of materials lab #1 (COMM1201). Housekeeping crew requirements are assumed to
be 25% of the total station crew.
Power requirements among users are greatest for the Life Sciences and International missions. International missions which
have the highest power requirements are the European and Japanese materials research labs (MAT110 and M-O01, M-O02).
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[he limeline ot rnaior mission accommodation and growth element addition lor the Lite Sciences emphasis, moderate
transportation support scenario is given below. "[his timeline shows the correlation of resource growth (i.e., additions of power, crew,
lab volume) with the accommodation of growth missions and the evolution of station facilities.
Facilities in support of the Life Science emphasis include the lab science laboratory, gas grain simulator facility, 4 meter
variable-g centriluge, plant and animal vivarium 8, lab, human life science lab, CELSS (Closed Ecology Life Support Subsystem)
system lab, CELSS pallet system, dedicated CELSS module, and the sample quarantine facility. The early increments in power and
crew are required to relieve resource deficits of the Phase 1 mission set. A large pocket lab is added in year 4 to house the 4 meter
centrifuge. Lab modules 4 and 5 are dedicated Life Sciences facilities which house the plant and animal vivarium & lab and the
CELSS system lab ]he life science lab is reconfiqured as the human lile science lab with the accommodation of the vivarium and
does not require an additional lab module. The sample quarantine facility is housed in a small pocket lab and the CELSS pallet
system is an external, attached payload. Full accommodation of materials lab #1 requires the additional rack volume of lab module
#6. The dedicated CELSS module shown in station operating year 11 is an evolution of the CELSS system lab and does not represent
accommodation of an additional lab module.
Additional growth items in this scenario include lhe OMV and payload servicing facility added in year 3 and the dual keel and
booms added in year 7. The OMV is required for servicing of a variety of free flyers including Japanese biological free flyers and the
Great Observatories. The upper and lower booms provide additional attach points for Observational Science and Technology
Development payloads. Requirements of the Life Sciences facilities and other accommodated missions result In stafion growth ¢o
225 kW and 22 total crew.
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• General
•. Accommodation of growth missions included major missions in all categories: evolution of the
Life Sciences facilities was completed by year 8
•. Growth through year 2 is devoted to correcting crew and power deficiencies of the Phase 1
missions and evolving the dual keel configuration including additional attach points
•. Later growth included the accommodation of the OMV, payload servicing facility, OTV, and
OTV hangar. This allowed the deployment and servicing of a variety of free flyers and
co-orbiting platforms
• Microgravity Research & Materials Production
•. Outfitting of materials lab #1 was completed in year 6. This provided full accommodation of
the Microgravity Research and Materials Production missions in this scenario
• Industrial Services
•. Primary missions accommodated include the Spacehab module in year 8 and several classes
of communications satellite deploy and servicing missions. Spacehab was accommodated 5
years later than desired; the communications satellite deploy missions were accommodated
a minimum of three years later than desired
• International
•. Numerous missions within this category are accommodated within first 10 years of station
operation. Primary missions include a European life science co-orbiting platform, Japanese
and European materials processing missions (internal and free flying), and the Japanese
astrophysics platform
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Summary of Mission Accommodation (cont)
• Life Sciences
•• Evolution of the life science facilities was completed in year 8; major facilities include the
Plant and Animal Vivarium & Lab accommodated on time in year 3, CELSS Experimental
Systems accommodated 1 year late in year 4, dedicated CELSS module accommodated on
time in year 8, and the 4 meter centrifuge accommodated on time in year 3
•. ]he sample return missions and the sample quarantine mission were also accommodated ontime
• Observational Sciences
•. Full accommodation of growth missions in this category was completed in year 7; included are
the SIRTF and AXAF co-orbiting platforms, Hubble Space Telescope servicing, Solar
Terrestrial Observatory growth components, and several smaller attached missions
• Technology Development
•. Full accommodation of growth missions in this category was completed in year 7; major
missions include OTV technology demonstration missions, tether technology missions, and a
variety of communications, power, and structures technology missions
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The final station configuration including module, pocket lab, solar dynamic collector, and truss additions Is shown for the
Life Sciences emphasis, aggressive transportation support scenario. The module pattern given Is conceptual only and is meant to
Illustrate volumetric size of the station in terms of number of modules and pocket labs and their associated facilities.
Configurallon analysis to determine an optimal module pattern would Involve numerous operational Issues which were not
addressed in this study.
Growth component additions to the Phase 1 station include 2 hab modules, 4 lab modules, 2 pocket labs, 4 pairs of solar
dynamic collectors, and truss additions for the dual keel and transverse boom. Also added but not shown are the payload
servicing facility and the OMV. The final configuration has 3 lab modules and 2 pocket labs which are dedicated Life Sciences
facilities.
Growth increments per year and increases in station resources are given In the Iollowlng table.
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Allocation of lift. crew. and power is shown for station operations after completion of growth. The pie charts are representative
of mature station operations for this scenario and are based on an average of annual requirements during Ihis period.
The lift allocation pie shows the majority of lift is required for crew 8, station support logistics and logistics carriers. Crew &
station support logistics is in support of 9 modules, 2 pocket labs, and 24 crew persons. Logistics carrier allocalion represents 11
pressurized log module, 18 unpressurized carrier, 3 fluids carrier, and 21 propellant carrier flights per year. User lift is allocated
primarily Io Industrial Services. International, and Observational Science missions. Although Life Sciences lill is fourth greatest
among users, lhis represents full allocation of desired lilt tor the Life Sciences lacilities. Industrial Services lill is in support of the
attached Spacehab module and several classes of communications satellite deploy missions. Observational Sciences missions
represented include servicing of the Great Observatories (Hubble Space Telescope, SIRTF, and AXAF), Space Stalion Spartan,
Explorer 1 servicing, growth components of the Solar Terrestrial Observatory, Hitchhiker 1, Hitchhiker 4 - Earth Radialion, and the
Tropical Rainfall Mapping Mission.
User crew requirements are highest for International and Microgravity Research & Malerials Production missions. International
crew requirements are primarily in support of microgravity research and life science research facilities. Crew shown under
Microgravily Research & Materials Production are in support of full accommodation of materials lab #1 (COMM1201). Housekeeping
crew requirements are assumed to be 25% of the tolal station crew.
Power requiremenls among users are greatest for the Life Sciences and International missions. International missions which
have the highest power requirements are the European and Japanese materials research labs (MATllO, MAT120, M-O01, M-O02, and
M-O03).
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The timeline of major mission accommodation and growth element addition for the Life Sciences emphasis, aggressive
transportation support scenario is given below. This timeline shows the correlation of resource growth (i.e., additions of power,
crew, lab volume) with the accommodation of growth missions and the evolution of station facilities.
Facilities in support of the Life Sciences emphasis include the life science lab, gas grain simulator facility, human life sciencr,_
lab, 4 meter variable-g centrifuge, plant and animal vivarium & lab, CELSS (Closed Ecology Life Support Subsystem) system lab,
CELSS pallet system, sample quarantine facility, and the dedicated CELSS module. Early additions of crew and power are required
to fully accommodate the Phase I mission set. A large pocket lab is added in station operating year 3 to house lhe 4 meier
centrifuge. Dedicated lab modl,les are required for the accommodation of the plant and animal vivarium & lab and the CELSS system
lab. The CELSS pallel system is an external, attached payload. The sample quarantine facility accommodated in year 7 is housed in
a small pocket lab. Full accommodation of materials lab #1 requires the additional rack volume of lab module #6. The dedicated
CELSS module shown in station operating year 8 is an evolution of the CELSS system lab and does not require the addition of a newlab module.
Additional growth items added in this scenario include the dual keel and booms in station operation year 2, OMV and payload
servicing facility in year 3, and the OTV and OTV hangar in year 6. The upper and lower booms provide additional attach points
required by the Observational Science and Technology Development missions. The OMV is required for servicing of a variety of free
flyers including European and Japanese biological free flyers and the Great Observatories. The OTM is used for deployment and
servicing of several classes of communications satellites. Requirements of the Life Sciences facilities and other accommodated
missions result in station growth to 275 kW total power and 24 total crew.
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• Objective
Accommodate missions devoted to observational sciences such as astrophysics, solar-terrestrial
processes, plasrnaphysics, and earth observation. Accommodation of these missions stresses the
operation of external attached payloads, servicing of co-orbiting free-flyers, and the construction anddeploy of geostatio ry platforms
• Emphasized Growth Missions
Hubble Space Telescope & Advanced
X-Ray Astronomy Facility Servicing
Plasma Interactions Experiments
(part of the Solar-Terrestrial
Observatory)
Geostalionary Observational
Platform Assembly & Servicing
Space Station Spartan
Retrieval and return to the Space Station by the OMV
for servicing of these large space based observatories
This portion of the STO will enable active perturbation of the
environment in order to study cause-and-effect mechanismsin space plasmas
Assembly & OTV deploy of a large geostationary platform
which will serve as a base for Earth observing and other
astrophysics experiments. Regular servicing and equipment
changeout will be performed insitu with the OTV
The Spartan concept will be extended to the Space Station
allowing quick and inexpensive spacecraft to perform a
variety of astronomy & astrophysics experiments
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Summary of Mission Accommodation
• General
• . Accommodation of growth missions in all mission categories was very poor due to the heavy
lilt requirements needed by the Phase 1 missions and crew & station logistics
•, Evolution of the free flyer support facilities including the station based OMV and payload
servicing facility was accomplished at the expense of not evolving to a dual keel
configuration (including additional attach points). This was done to provide full support
facilities for the major observatories including the SIRTF co-orbiting platform and Hubble
Space Telescope. The minimal number of attach points available with the Phase l
configuration (four) are used to support primary attached payloads of this emphasis such as
the Solar Terrestrial Observatory
o. Growth activities for the first 3 years were devoted to correcting resource deficiencies at Phase
t and accommodating the OMV and payload servicing facility
•, Lift capability was insufficient to accommodate an additional lab module and associated
logistics. This resulted in inadequate rack volume for complete accommodation of materials
lab #1
• Microgravity Research & Materials Production
•. Complete outfitting of materials lab #1 was not possible due to insufficient rack volume and
inadequate lift for delivery and logistics support of an additional lab module
• , No growth missions in this category were accommodated
• Industrial Services
,, The missions in this category have significant lift requirements in general. For this reason
none were accommodated in this scenario
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Summar of Mission Accommodation cont
• Life Sciences
•. The sample return missions were accommodated on time because these missions were givenigh priority
•. The only additional mission in this category which was accommodated was the sample
quarantine mission. This is required for support of the two sample return missions
• Observational Science
•. The co-orbiting astrophysics platform, SIRTF, was accommodated in year 6
•. Hubble Space Telescope servicing is performed on time with full availability of the payloadservicing facility
•. Solar Terrestrial Observatory growth components were accommodated in year 10
•. Several other smaller observational science missions were accommodated late including the
station hitchhikers 1, 2, and 3 in year 11 and Explorer 1, 2, and 3 satellite servicing missionsin years 12, 13, and 14
• Technology Development
•. No growth missions in this category were accommodated due to lack of available attach pointsand minimal lift support of this scenario
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The final station configuration including pocket lab, solar dynamic collector, and truss additions Is shown for the
Observational Science emphasis, 5 NSTS flights per year transportation support scenario. Growth beyond the Phase 1
configuration Includes the addition of a single pocket lab and a pair of solar dynamic collectors. Also accommodated but not
shown is the payload servicing facility and the OMV.
Lift available with the 5 NSTS flights per year transportation model was inadequate for the accommodation of additional hab
or lab modules or the evolution of the dual keel. Due to the limited number ol available attach points in this configuration, the
primary facilities lot support ol the Observational Science emphasis are the payload servicing tacility and OMV.
Growth components added per year and the resulting changes In station resources are shown in the table below.
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Final Station Configuration
l'4ote: Module pattern shown is
representative only
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Allocation of hlt, crew, and power is shown lor station operations alter completion of growth. The pie charts are representative
of mature slalion operations for this scenario and are based on an average of annual requirements during this period.
The lilt allocation pie chart shows a majority of total lilt is required for crew & station support Iogislics and logistics carriers.
The logistics carrier allocation reflects lilt required for 5 pressurized log module, 5 unpressurized carrier, 1 fluids carrier, and 3
propellant carrier flights per year. The crew & station support logistics allocation represents lift to support 4 modules, 1 pocket lab,
and 8 crew persons. Lilt allocated to Observational Science is in support of Hubble Space Telescope servicing, SIRTF servicing,
Explorer 1,2, and 3 servicing, and growth components of the Solar Terrestrial Observatory.
User crew requirements are highest for the International, Life Sciences, and Microgravity Research & Materials Production
missions. The International missions include only the International missions of the Phase 1 mission set. The total crew allocation for
the International missions appears high relative to the lift and rack volume allocation. This is probably due to poor definition of actual
crew requirements to support International facilities.
Primary power requirements are lrom station housekeeping, International missions, and Life Sciences missions. Station
housekeeping power is approximately 35 kW in support of 1 hab modules, 3 lab modules, and a small pocket lab. The International
mission set includes several major power users including life sciences and materials research laboratories.
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The timetine of major mission accommodation and growth element addition for the Observational Science emphasis, 5 NSTS
flights per year transportation support scenario is given below. This timeline shows the correlation of resource growth (i.e., additions
of power, crew, lab volt,me) with the accommodalion of growth missions and the evolution of station facilities.
The primary growth facilities in supporl of the Observational Science emphasis are the payload servicing facility and
station-based OMV. These facilities were added in lieu of evolving to a dual keel configuration with the minimal lift available in this
scenario since servicing the Great Observatories (Hubble Space Telescope and SIRTF) and other observational science free flyers is
a major capability which requires minimal crew support on an annual basis. Power and crew are deficit resources which result from
accommodation of the Phase 1 mission set. The power deficit is relieved with the addition of 2 solar dynamic collectors in stalion
operaling year 2. The crew deficit can not be relieved with the 5 NSTS flights per year transportation scenario since delivery and
logistics support of an additional hab module requires lift greater than can be provided. Results of the crew deficit are that any
growth missions in this scenario must have minimal crew requirements to be accommodated. The servicing interval of the Great
Observatories is 2 to 3 years with each servicing requiring approximately 2 man-weeks to complete. The impact of this crew
requirement is assumed to have a negligible effect on overall station operations. Other Observational Science missions
accommodated are primarily external, attached payloads which require minimal crew monitoring.
The sample quarantine facility is accommodated in year 7 since it is a requirement for support of the Mars Sample Return and
Comet Nucleus Sample Return missions. These missions are high priority and resources required for their support are budgefed
from ongoing station activities since available lift and crew resources are minimal with this transportation scenario.
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Summary of Mission Accommodation
• General
• . Growth for the first 3 years was devoted to correcting crew and power deficiencies at Phase 1
• . Lift for the first 2 years was insufficient to allow accommodation of any growth missions
•. Upper and lower booms were established early (year 4) as was the addition of the payload
servicing facility
o° Growth did not emphasize addition of laboratory modules since pressurized volume
requirements are minimal for most of the observational science experiments. Large amounts
of lift were instead allocated to transporting external unpressurized equipment
• Observational Sciences
o. Mission accommodations included all growth missions except one attached mission and the
Experimental Geosynchronous Platform and associated payloads
°. Hubble Space Telescope and SIRTF servicing were accommodated 1 year late in years 4 and 3,
respectively: AXAF was serviced on time in year 5; growth payloads for the Solar Terrestrial
Observatory were accommodated by year 10
• . Other missions accommodated within 9 years include Space Station Spartan, Hitchhikers 1
through 4, and Explorer 1, 2, and 3 servicing
• Industrial Services
• . The missions in this category have significant lift requirements in general. For this reason
none were accommodated in this scenario
• International
• . Very few of the growth missions were accommodated
• . None of the international growth missions were accommodated on time; primary missions
include smaller Japanese and Canadian technology development missions and the European
radiation biology free flyer
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Summary of Mission Accommodation (cont)
• Life Sciences
• . The general purpose life science laboratory was fully accommodated as part of the Phase 1
mission set for this scenario
• . The only growth missions were the planetary sample return missions and the associated
quarantine facility. All of these missions were accommodated on time due to their highpriority
•. The exemplary accommodation of missions in this category was due in most part to the limited
number of missions in the growth mission set (only three)
• Microgravity Research & Materials Production
• . The only growth mission in this category, complete outfitting of the Microgravity & Materials
Processing Facility (COMM1201), did not occur
• . The on-time accommodations reflect the Phase 1 portion of the MMPF
• Technology Development
•o Very few of the Technology Development missions were accommodated. None of the growth
missions were accommodated on time, and those which were accommodated late were in
general very short duration, low resource using experiments
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The final station configuration including module, pocket lab, solar dynamic collector, and truss additions is shown for the
Observational Science emphasis, moderate transportation support scenario. The module pattern given is conceptual only and Is
meant to illustrate volumetric size of the station in terms of number of modules and pocket labs and their associated facilities.
Configuration analysis to determine an optimal module pattern would Involve numerous operational issues which were not
addressed In this study.
Major growth components added in this scenario include 2 hab modules, 2 pocket labs, 1 pair of solar dynamic collectors,
the dual keel, and 8 attach points. Not shown but also accommodated are the payload servicing facility and OMV. Major lacilitles
in support of the Observatonal Science emphasis are the upper and lower booms with attach points, fransvservse boom with the
Phase 1 attach points, OMV and payload servicing facility, and the planetary science experiment module.
Growth items added per year and the resulting increases In station resources are given in the following table.
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Allocation of lift, crew, and power is shown for station operations after complelion of growth. The pie charts are representative
of mature station operations for this scenario and are based on an average of annual requirements during this period.
[he lift allocation pie chart shows lhal the majority of lilt is required for crew & station support logistics and Iogislics carriers.
The logistics carrier allocation represents 8 pressurized log module, 12 unpressurized carrier, 2 fluids carrier, and 6 propellant carrier
flights per year. Crew & station support logistics represents support for 6 modules, 2 pocket labs, and 22 crew persons. User lift is
allocated primarily to Observational Science, International, and Life Sciences missions. The Observational Science allocation
represents accommodation of 92% of the missions in this calegory. Examples of these missions include servicing of the Great
Observatories (Hubble Space Telescope, AXAF, and SIRTF), deployment and servicing of the Large Deployable Reflector, and growth
compnnents of the Solar Terrestrial Observatory International mission nllocalion is in support of the International missions of the
Phase 1 mission set, a European biological platform, and several smaller Japanese technology development missions. Life Sciences
lift allocation is required for support of the life sciences lab (SAAX307).
User crew requirements are highest for internalional and Observational Science missions. International crew requiremenls are
primarily in support of microgravity research and life science research facilities. Housekeeping crew requirements are assumed to be
25% of the total slalion crew.
Power allocation among users is highest for International, Observational Science, and Life Sciences missions. Observat_on_,l
Science power is required mainly for daily operations of the external, attached missions. Additionally, free flyers being serviced in the
payload servicing facility typically require station power during the service interval.
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The timeline of major mission accommodation and growth element addition for the Observational Science emphasis, moderate
transportation support scenario is given below. This limeline shows the correlation of resource growth (i.e., addilions of power, crew,
lab volume) with the accommodation of growth missions and the evolution of station facilities.
Primary facililies in support of the Observalional Science emphasis are the payload servicing facility, station-based OMV, the
dual keel with upper and lower booms, and the planetary science experiment module. The planetary science experiment module is
accommodated in station operating year 11. The sample quarantine facility is accommodated in year 7 with the addition of a small
pocket lab. This facility is required for isolation of samples from the Mars sample return mission and the comet nucleus sample
return mission. The._e facilities provide the capability to support a variety of observational science free flyers and attached payloads.
Increases in power and crew in station operating years 2 and 3 are required to relieve resource deficits created by the Phase 1
mission set. Additional increases in crew is required for approximately 95% accommodation of all Observational Science missions
and accommodation of numerous Technology Development and International missions.
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Summary of Mission Accommodation
• General
•• Mission accommodation emphasized both free flyer and attached payload missions in the
Observational Science category. A dual keel configuration was evolved to satisfy pointing
requirements of the Earth observing and astrophysics attached missions. The station based
OMV and payload servicing facility were accommodated to support the Great Observatories
and other free flying missions
•. Year 1 growth was devoted to correcting power and crew deficits of the Phase 1 missions. The
dual keel configuration is completed in year 3, OMV and payload servicing facility
accommodated in year 3, and the OTV and hangar accommodated in year 4
• Microgravity Research & Materials Production
•. Complete outfitting of materials lab #1 was not possible due to insufficient rack volume and
inadequate lift to support an additional lab which was not required by the emphasized
missions
• Industrial Services
• . Mission accommodation included the deployment of 3 classes of communications satellites,
deployment of M-Sat-B and support of the lndustriaI Space Facility. Deployment of the
geostationary satellites began in year 5 with a minimum slip of 2 years. The Industrial Space
Facility was accommodated 4 years late in year 5
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Summary of Mission Accommodation (cont)
• Life Sciences
•. Growth missions which were accommodated are the sample return missions and the sample
quarantine facility. These are high priority missions and are accommodated on time
• Observational Sciences
•. All missions within this category were accommodated. Mission slips were primarily due to
lack of available attach points prior to evolution of the dual keel in year 3
•. The major observatories including Hubble Space Telescope, SIRTF, and AXAF were serviced
on time
•. A subset of other missions accommodated include the Solar Terrestrial Observatory growth
components, the Experimental Geo Platform and associated payloads, Hitchhikers 1 through
4, Space Station Spartan, and Explorer 1 through 3 servicing
• Technology Development
•. All missions in this category were accommodated within 7 years of station operation.
maximum start delay for these missions is 4 years
The
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The final station configuration Including module, pocket lab, solar dynamic collector, and truss additions is shown for the
Observational Science emphasis, aggressive transportation support scenario. The module pattern given Is conceptual only and Is
meant to Illustrate volumetric size of the station in terms of number of modules and pocket labs and their associated facilities.
Configuration analysis to determine an optimal module pattern would Involve numerous operational Issues which were not
addressed in this study.
Major growth components added in this scenario include 2 hab modules, 2 pocket labs, dual keel with 14 attach points,
payload servicing facility and OMV, and the OW and O1-V hangar. Facilities in support of the Observational Science emphasis
include the upper and lower booms with attach points, the transverse boom with Phase 1 attach points, payload servicing facility
and OMV, the planetary science experiment module, and the OTV.
Growth components added per year and changes in station resources are given in the table below.
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\
\
Note: Module pattern s_
representative only (_
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Allocation of lift. crew, and power is shown for station operations alter completion of growth. The pie charts are representative
of mature slation operations for this scenario and are based on an average of annual requirements during this period.
The lift allocation pie chart shows that the majority of lift is required for crew & station support logistics and logistics carriers.
The logistics carrier allocation represents 9 pressurized log module, 30 unpressurized carrier, 2 fluids carrier, and 23 propellant carrier
flights per year. Crew & station support logistics represents support for 6 modules, 2 pocket labs, and 24 crew persons. User lift is
allocated primarily to Observational Science, International, and Industrial Services missions. The Observational Science allocation
represents accommodation of 100% of the missions in this category. Examples of these missions Include servicing of the Great
Observatories (Hubble Space Telescope, AXAF, and SIRTF), deployment and servicing of the Large Deployable Reflector, and growth
components of the Solm Terrestrial Observatory. International mission allocation is in support of the international missions of the
Phase 1 mission set and all growth missions except 1. These missions include a Japanese astronomical platform and associated
payloads, Canadian attached observational missions, and a European free flyer telescope. Life Sciences lift allocation is requ;red for
support of the life sciences lab (SAAX307). Lift for Industrial Services missions is in support of the free flying Industrial Space Facility.
User crew requirements are highest for International and Observational Science missions. International crew requirements are
primarily in support of mierogravity research and life science research facilities. Housekeeping crew requirements are assumed to be
25% of the fetal station crew.
Power allocation among users is highest for International, Observational Science, and Life Sciences missions. ObserJalic, nal
Science power is required mainly for daily operations of the external, attached missions. Additionally, free flyers being serviced in ihe
payload servicing facility typically require station power during the service interval.
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The limeline of major mission accommodation and growth element addition for lhe Observational Science emphasis, aggressive
transportation support scenario is given below. This limeline shows the correlation of resource growth (i.e., additions of power, crew,
lab volume) with the accommodation of growth missions and the evolution of station facilities.
Facilities in support of the Observational Science emphasis include the dual keel with upper and lower booms added in station
operating year 3, the payload ._ervicing facility and station-based OMV added in year 3, the OTV and O1"3/ hangar added in year 4. the
planetary science experime|l! module accommodated in year 4, and the astronomical geosynchronous platform accommodated in 7.
The OTV is required lor deployment and payload changeout of lhe astronomical geosynchronous platform. The large pocket lab
added in station operation year 4 and the small pocket lab added in year 5 house the planetary science experiment facility and the
sample quarantine facility, respectively. Increases in power and crew in station operating year 1 is required to relieve resource defici's
created by accommodation of the Phase 1 mission set. Station growth to 24 total crew persons and 175 kW Iolal power is required for
the accommodation of 100% of the Observational Science missions and numerous Technology Development, Industrial Services, and
International missions.
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A unique reqtJ_rement for NASA's Space Station Freedom is thai it mLJst evolve over an indefinite operational
lifelimeto accommodate changing user needs which are, in many cases, difficultlo foresee. The LaRC Space Station
Office, in support of the Programs Level I- Strategic Plans and Programs Office, is responsible for identifying viable
evolution options for Space Station (e.g.. mullidiscipline, R&D facility or transportation node for lunar base support).
Systr, m sltdirmnnd analysis are bring cond[Jctr, dto dr_termine requirements for each of the polentialoptions The._
requirements are assessed by LaRC and selected for input to the program review process based on their adequacy inenabling future options for Station evolution.
Analysis results have been presented which are relevenl to the growth of Space Station as a mullidiscipline, R&D
facilily in Earth orbit Mission sets were developed that reflect the nature of a specific utilization emphasis on Station
(e g. life scir_nc_ rrmrmrch emphasis) and multiple growth scenarios resulled from the combination of each emphasis
w_th three mi×ed-tleet, transportation models (conservative to aggressive lifl capability). The application of computer-
based, analytical toot_ to lhe analysis process yielded growth resource requirements for each scenario constrained by
lift to Space Stafinn orbit Growth rr'quimmenlswere computed for the following resources electrical power, crew,
pressurized volume, attach points, Iruss structure and Iogislics. As an example, the growth power requirement varied
from a minim_,'n of 125 Kw. for scenarios constrained by 5 NSTS flights per year to 325 Kw. for the microgravity
research and materials production emphasis wilh aggressive Iransportation support. These results were key inputs tc
the process of selecting evolution requirements for the Space Station Program, Preliminary Requirements Review(PRR)
For the Space Station PRR, the Langley SSO, Evolutionary Definition Office integrated data from this an&fy::;id
with that of other sotJrces to form a four-phased evolution scenario for multidiscipline R&D support. This "adequate e,_,z
reasonable" scenario identified a need in the mature operational phase for 275 Kw, 24 crew, 6 U.S and international
labs, 3 mini or "pocket" labs, and 18 exlernal payload attach points Since this envelope of requirements is also
adequate for Space Station support of the currently identified "new initiatives" these were recommended at the PRR asSpace Station growth requirements
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